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Abstract

We study the impact of the Panama Canal on the development of Canada’s manufacturing sector
in the years from 1900 to 1939. Using newly digitized county-level data from the Census of Manu-
factures and a market-access approach, we exploit the plausibly exogenous nature of this historical
episode to study how changes in transportation costs influence the location of economic activity and
productivity dynamics. Our reduced-form estimates show that lowered shipping costs led to greater
market integration ofmarginally productiveCanadian countieswith keymarkets both inside and out-
side of Canada. This development permitted the reallocation of production activity to places whose
production levels had been inefficiently low before the Canal opened. A shift from the 25th to the
75th percentile in terms of gains in market access brought about by the opening of the Canal led to a
9% increase in manufacturing revenues and input expenditures. Productivity rose by 13%. These ef-
fects persist when general equilibrium effects are considered: the closure of the Canal in 1939 would
have resulted in economic losses equivalent to 1.86% of GDP, chiefly as a result of the restriction of
the country’s access to international markets. Altogether, these results suggest that the Canal sub-
stantially altered the economic geography of theWestern Hemisphere in the first half of the twentieth
century.
JEL: F14, F63, N22.
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1 Introduction

OnMarch 23, 2021, the EverGiven ran aground in the SuezCanal. Although theCanalwas
blocked for a relatively short amount of time, the event disrupted supply chains around
the world and altered maritime traffic patterns.1 The episode served as a reminder of the
obvious: the world’s great man-made waterways, which have not always been there, play
a central role in today’s economy. Perhaps more importantly, they may have shaped the
spatial distribution of economic activity. The construction of the Suez and Panama Canals
led to reductions in transportation costs that dramatically widened the range of economic
opportunities available to what were, then, remote places. Recent research by Brancaccio
et al. (2020) indicates that closing the Panama Canal today would reduce global welfare
by 3.28%. This leads us to ask: How do changes in transportation costs affect the location
of economic activity and productivity dynamics?

We study how Canada’s economic geography changed after the completion of the
Panama Canal and estimate the market access gains obtained by different counties after
the Canal began commercial operations.2 Counties in the eastern part of Canada already
had suitable transportation infrastructure in place to allow them to reach markets in the
United States and Western Europe. However, counties in the western part of the country
saw their trade opportunities expand significantly after 1920. We show that changes in
market access had led to increases in manufacturing activity by 1939. Firms’ revenues and
their use of factor inputs rose as a result. Moreover, we find that manufacturing industries
in counties that benefited from the opening of the Canal also realized productivity gains.
We decompose those gains as coming from either increases in revenue obtained while us-
ing the same level of inputs given the existing production technology (total factor revenue
productivity (TFPR)) or increases in the use of inputs in locations where they yield a dif-
ferent productive use (allocative efficiency (AE)). Our findings suggest that the bulk of
these productivity gains were attributable to increased AE.

Canada is well suited to be used as a case study of the subnational impacts of the
opening of the Panama Canal for a variety of reasons. First, shipping costs for the country
fell because the Canal provided an alternative to the comparatively expensive all-North-
American routes. Those routes typically required cumbersome and onerous transship-
ments and were not, in some cases, available throughout the year due to harsh weather

1See The Economist (2021).
2The administrative divisions or districts in Canada that are analogous to counties in the United States

are referred to by different names in different Canadian provinces. The term “county” is used in this paper
in a generic descriptive sense for ease of reference.
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conditions in thewinter. Innis (1933) documents shipping rate reductions fromLiverpool,
England, that ranged from 93% in the case of Vancouver to zero in the case of Regina, lo-
cated to the north of easternMontana. Second, since theCanalwas not built for the express
purpose of changing any outcome in Canada, the variability it generated in transport costs
in a panel data model is plausibly strictly exogenous. This is useful, since a key concern
that arises when studying the effects of transportation infrastructure on economic activity
is whether the placement of roads, railroads and canals is influenced by the potential for
economic growth. The United States built and operated the Canal to achieve strategic ob-
jectives that had little to do with its vast yet relatively underpopulated northern neighbor
(McCullough, 2001).

We show that the Panama Canal impacted Canadian manufacturing through changes
in market access. This paper combines newly digitized county-level data from the Cana-
dianCensus ofManufactures of 1901, 1911 and 1939; geographic information system (GIS)
data for transportation networks in Canada, the United States and the rest of the world
before and after the opening of the Canal; and a market access approach (Redding and
Venables, 2004; Donaldson andHornbeck, 2016; Hornbeck and Rotemberg, 2021). Market
access, a concept derived from the international trade literature, measures exposure and
proximity to consumers and suppliers byweighting the income-normalized population of
destination markets by how costly it is to reach them. We compute market access in 1910
and 1920 for each Canadian county and use its variation to estimate how the reduction in
transportation costs affected the county’s manufacturing activity.

We find that the Canal had substantial effects on several manufacturing outcomes.
Moving a county from the 25th percentile of market access gains in 1920 to the 75th per-
centile would increase manufacturing revenues by 8.9%. Capital expenditures would go
up by 7%, labor expenditures by 9.7%, employment by 9.1%, material expenditures by
8.3% and measured productivity by 13.1%. Though the results are noisier when we de-
compose productivity into TFPR and AE, we show that increases in AE– which measures
the extent to which inputs are used in locations where they yield their highest productive
use due to imperfections in the economy– seem to be relatively more important to explain
changes in measured productivity.

One concern is that changes in market access induced by the construction of the Canal
could be correlated with secular changes in outcomes that predated its opening. In other
words, the concern is that trends in manufacturing outcomes seen before the opening of
theCanalwould have given rise to the sameoutcomes, at least partially, even in the absence
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of the Canal. To rule out this statistical nuisance, we show that changes in market access
attributable to the opening of the Canal are unable to predict changes in manufacturing
activity that occurred between 1900 and 1910.

We interpret our findings as being driven by the changes in transport costs brought
about by the presence of the Canal. An important challenge to this interpretationwould be
that the expectation of theCanal’s opening could have led to increases in railroad construc-
tion that benefited counties that would eventually achieve greater market access thanks to
the building of the Canal. However, we show that counties whose market access would
eventually increase because of the Canal did not benefit from railway construction un-
dertaken before the Canal started operating. Furthermore, all estimates are robust to the
inclusion of local railroad construction after the Canal began commercial operations.

Our estimates contrast outcomes for different counties in terms of the extent of their
gain in market access (comparing those that gained relatively more market access with
those that gained less access). A natural, though different, question that follows from this
had to do with the aggregate impact of the Canal. A naı̈ve exercise could use the input
elasticities that follow from our reduced-form exercise to provide an estimation of this
effect. This approach would be unsatisfactory, however, because our findings speak about
relative changes, which are not predictive or informative about new input levels. These
levels are likely to be affected by general equilibriumeffects. AsRedding (2021) points out,
differences-in-differences estimations do not distinguish between the displacement and
the creation of economic activity and, therefore, cannot be used for welfare calculations.

In the context we study, a key concern is that the effects we identify are simply the
result of a displacement of economic activity toward counties that benefited more from
the Canal. In other words, the concern is that the Canal triggered shifts of production
activities within Canada but that, in the aggregate, the benefits derived from the Canal
were very limited. To address this concern, we calibrate a benchmark general equilibrium
model of economic geography with frictions (Eaton and Kortum, 2002; Donaldson and
Hornbeck, 2016; Hornbeck and Rotemberg, 2021) to assess a counterfactual scenario in
which theCanal closes permanently in 1939. In calculating the impact of closing theCanal,
we allow for the population within North America to be fully mobile. We assume that the
population adjusts freely, fixing workers’ welfare at its pre-closure level. We then use
the model’s results on counterfactual prices, wages, rents and population to compute the
impact of closing the Canal on manufacturing productivity and property values.

Though not the focus of our analysis, we use the results from our general equilibrium
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exercise to compute a measure of the impact of closing the Canal on the agriculture, an
important sector of the Canadian economy. We do so to provide a more comprehensive,
back-of-the-envelope measure of the economy-wide effects of closing the Canal in 1939.
We follow Donaldson and Hornbeck (2016) and take the counterfactual prediction on
rents from the model to compute the total loss due to decreased land and property values
in agriculture.

We find that the closure of the Panama Canal in 1939 would have led to non-negligible
population and economic losses for Canada. The total Canadian population would have
shrunk by 2.7%. Back-of-the-envelope calculations point to economic losses of 1.86% of
GDP, reflecting lower productivity in manufacturing (0.27% of GDP) and decreased agri-
cultural land values (1.59% of GDP), which would have followed from lower land rental
rates. Althoughmost countieswould have lost population, those closer to the coastswould
have experienced the largest declines. These decreases would have beenmore acute in the
western provinces, as British Columbia and Alberta would have seen their populations
fall by 7.8% and 4.2%, respectively. These declines stand in contrast to population gains
of 0.07% in Manitoba and 0.2% in Saskatchewan, both central provinces that stood to gain
much less – if anything – from the Canal. Our general equilibrium exercise suggests that,
overall, the Panama Canal has facilitated higher levels of economic activity in Canada in
the aggregate.

To shed light on the origin of the gains brought about by the Canal, we carry out a
second counterfactual exercise in which we close the Canal for shipments originating in
or destined for countries other than Canada. In other words, we allow the use of the
Canal only for domestic trade within Canada. Along the lines of Fajbelgaum and Red-
ding’s study of the Argentinian case, this exercise sheds light on the relative importance
of domestic and international market access gains in the shock we study.

Using the 1939 factual equilibrium as a base, total population and GDP both fall, by
2.4% and 1.74%, respectively. These losses reflect lower productivity in manufacturing
(0.25% of GDP) and lower land values in agriculture (1.49% of GDP). Given the conse-
quences of completely closing the Canal described in the previous paragraph, our results
suggest that the bulk of the gains brought about by the Canal for Canadian counties were
derived from their greater exposure to markets outside Canada. These findings are con-
sistent with historical accounts that emphasize the importance of the Canal for trade in
Canadian staples such as lumber and wheat because of the greater access it afforded to
markets in the United States and Western Europe (Mackintosh, 1939).
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This paper relates to several strands in the economic literature. First, there is a large
body of literature on reallocation that documents imperfections – such as regulations or
mark-ups – in the economy (Hsieh and Klenow, 2009; Petrin and Levinsohn, 2012; Restuc-
cia and Rogerson, 2008). These imperfections prevent the equalization of marginal rev-
enue products, dampen productivity and induce the misallocation of production factors.
Notably, Baqaee and Farhi (2020) demonstrate that the Petrin and Levinsohn decomposi-
tion employed in this study underestimates the contribution of allocative efficiency (AE)
to productivity growth. To potentially enhance our decomposition, access to firm-level
data and input-output network structure would be necessary. However, since such data
is unavailable for our specific context, we simply acknowledge that our findings provide
suggestive evidence that AE primarily drives the productivity changes resulting from the
opening of the Panama Canal. If the Petrin and Levinsohn decomposition also underes-
timates the contribution of AE to productivity growth in our specific setting, following
Baqee and Farhi’s example with modern US data, our estimation would represent a lower
bound estimate of AE’s role.

More recent work assesses the impact of transportation infrastructure on reallocation
dynamics in the context of domestic transportation infrastructure in India, the United
States and Mexico (Asturias et al., 2019; Asher and Novosad, 2020; Hornbeck and Rotem-
berg, 2021; Zárate, 2020). We explore a strong, one-time shock to transport costs rather
than to the gradual development of a transportation network over time, which might be
subject to strategic local considerations about the location of investment in infrastructure.
In contrast to the existing literature, the intervention we exploit is not located within the
domestic infrastructure network of the country we study. This feature alleviates reverse
causality or targeting concerns, which are prevalent in this body of work. Further, we use
the Canal shock to answer the question as to whether improved transportation technolo-
gies can increase productivity by enabling the reallocation of production factors.

Second, a growing body of work on international trade has emphasized the relevance
of geography and trade costs in accounting for differences in economic outcomes across
and within countries (Krugman, 1991; Redding and Venables, 2004). Evidence from a
variety of contexts and from cross-country data indicates that market access is positively
correlated with development outcomes (e.g. Liu and Meissner (2015); Cao and Chen
(2022); Martinez-Galarraga et al. (2015); Missiaia (2016); Jacks and Novy (2018)). Other
recent work has emphasized transport costs and infrastructure as important determinants
of market integration (Banerjee et al., 2020; Donaldson, 2018; Donaldson and Hornbeck,
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2016; Fajgelbaum and Redding, 2014; Hornbeck and Rotemberg, 2021; Limão and Ven-
ables, 2001; Pascali, 2017; Sotelo, 2020). Our main contribution here is to document a large
shock that transformed the economic geography of the Western Hemisphere and to use it
to study the impact of transport infrastructure onmanufacturing outcomes in an economy
marked by imperfections.

Third, we build on previous work on the impact of the Panama Canal on North Amer-
ican outcomes. This literature emphasizes that the Canal was a source of pecuniary exter-
nalities, social savings and structural change for theUnited States (Rockwell, 1971;Maurer
and Yu, 2008; Maurer and Rauch, 2020) and a potential determinant of land andwage val-
ues in Canada (Umaña-Dajud, 2017). In particular, Maurer and Rauch (2020) develop a
similar approach to study the effect of the Panama Canal’s opening on US counties’ pop-
ulations, employment levels and manufacturing wages. We build on their findings by
focusing on the Canadian manufacturing sector and show not only that wages and em-
ployment increased for counties that benefited from the Canal, but also that those coun-
ties increased their manufacturing revenues and productivity. Moreover, we find larger
welfare gains from the Canal by using a model that considers differences in productiv-
ity between counties. Our main contribution to this literature is to assess the effects of
the Canal on productivity in the context of imperfections in the economy. As we show,
acknowledging them and recognizing the role that infrastructure can have in bypassing
them can significantly alter our notion of the benefits of these projects and the role we
assign them in the process of economic change.

Finally, this study contributes to the literature onCanada’s economic history. Although
contemporary observers were quick to point to the Canal as amajor disruptor of economic
life in Canada (Innis, 1933, 2018; Mackintosh, 1939), ours is the first project to systemati-
cally assess the impact of the improvement in transportation technology embodied by the
Canal on manufacturing outcomes in that country. It also relates to work that emphasizes
integration into the global economy as a force that helped to shape Canada’s industrial-
ization patterns (Alexander and Keay, 2019; Jaworski and Keay, 2021). Canadian histori-
ography has typically overlooked this factor and emphasized scale economies, industrial
policy and domestic market expansion to explain the development of this sector of the
economy (Keay, 2007).

The rest of this study is structured as follows: Section 2 provides historical context;
Section 3 presents a detailed discussion of the construction of the data; Section 4 describes
the empirical analysis that was undertaken; Section 4.2 covers the implementation of ro-
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bustness checks; Section 5 provides an assessment of the costs of closing the Canal in 1939;
and Section 6 concludes.

2 Historical Background: Canada and the Panama Canal

Transportation has been a central factor in shaping Canada’s development and its relation-
ship with the rest of the world (Innis, 2018). With the fall in haulage costs that followed
the introduction of the steamship and the expansion of the railroads in the nineteenth cen-
tury, Canada’s main staple products transitioned from cod and furs to wheat and lumber.
These were mostly produced in the country’s eastern and maritime provinces.

However, the effective access that some parts of the country had to key domestic and
international markets remained limited even after the completion of the transcontinental
Canadian Pacific Railway in 1886 (Innis, 2018). The vast distances involved, the railroad’s
market power and expensive transshipments remained obstacles to cheap haulage. Before
the opening of the Panama Canal, a typical producer located west of Winnipeg that was
eager to sell its products in New York had four potential options for shipping products to
that market: (i) the Canadian transportation network, which entailed a combined journey
by railroad and steamship spanning over two thousand miles over a route that was partly
impassable during the winter; (ii) the United States’ railroad network up to an American
port that did not freeze in the winter (as did those on the St. Lawrence River); (iii) the
Panama and Tehuantepec railroads; and (iv) Cape Horn, a route that was over 16,000
miles in length linking the cities of Vancouver and New York.

The costliness of these routes hindered economic agents from tradingwith distantmar-
kets. Lawrence (1957) points out that the shipment of lumber via the Canadian trans-
portation network was so cumbersome that, in the case of some products, it was slightly
cheaper to ship them from Vancouver to the Atlantic coast of North America via Cape
Horn. Even then, these routes were too costly to be used for most products. For Huebner
(1915), the very limited capacity of the Isthmian railroads and high transshipment costs
cancelled out most of the savings obtained by using shorter routes than the Cape Horn
passage. Given these conditions, Canada was set to tangibly benefit from the opening of
a waterway in Central America.

The idea of building a canal in Central America dates back to at least the sixteenth
century. Advisors to the King of Castille pointed out how beneficial such a waterway
would be for the Spanish crown’s profitable trade with Asia. After having surmounted
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what had traditionally been regarded as the impossible task of building the Suez Canal,
the French developers of that route undertook the first serious effort to construct a canal
through the Isthmus of Panama. Construction began in 1881, but that attempt eventually
failed due to a series of conceptual flaws and challenging conditions that prevented the
project from making material progress. The Compagnie Universelle du Canal Interoceánique
de Panama filed for bankruptcy in 1889, and the works remained essentially abandoned
until the next century when the United States became interested in the project.3

In his 1901 State of the Union address, President Theodore Roosevelt asserted that no
singlematerialwork yet to be undertakenwas of such consequence to theAmerican people
as an Isthmian canal. One of the strategic considerations behind this statement had to do
with the expectation that such a project would eliminate the need for the United States
to establish two distinct naval fleets to defend its Pacific and Atlantic shores. As part of
an explicit policy to limit the influence of European powers in the Western Hemisphere,
this was a powerful reason for renewed interest in the construction of a canal. After the
Colombian Congress rejected a treaty that would have allowed the United States to build
and manage such a canal in 1903, the Roosevelt Administration supported a revolution
that would end in the secession of Panama from Colombia, after which Panama allowed
for the construction of a canal under terms similar to those rejected by Bogotá. At a cost of
approximately $10 billion in current terms, the PanamaCanal opened for traffic onAugust
15, 1914, just a few weeks after the Great War erupted in Europe.

Even after it opened, however, the Panama Canal remained underutilized and effec-
tively closed to commercial passage until 1920 (Maurer and Yu, 2010). First, the outbreak
of war in Europe depressed maritime shipping markets and increased rates to prohibitive
levels that would not recede until after the end of the war. Second, a series of landslides
closed the waterway for several months in 1915, 1916, 1917 and 1920. Third, widespread
labor strikes prevented its full operation in 1916 and 1917. As a result, the Canal did not
effectively open for commercial traffic until 1920. As per the Panama Canal Act, tolls were
set at levels designed only to cover operation and maintenance costs, not to maximize the
revenue of the company running the waterway.

Contemporary observers pointed to the Canal as a potential factor behind the expan-
sion of the economies of western North America during the 1920s. Mackintosh (1939)
claims that: “It was not until the opening of the PanamaCanal that British Columbia expe-
rienced the rapid development which comes from increasing access to world markets and

3Another company, the Compagnie Nouvelle du Canal de Panama was established in 1894 but also failed to
make material progress towards completion.
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a great extension of the hinterland tributary to its metropolitan centre.” The share of do-
mesticmanufacturing production located in the provinces ofAlberta andBritishColumbia
increased from 7.2% in 1910 to 9.7% in 1939, a period during which domestic manufactur-
ing production expanded substantially across the country. In a similar vein, in an article
entitled “The Boom in California”, The Economist (1924) asserted that: “Undoubtedly the
chief factor in the expansion has been the opening of the Panama Canal, which has given
the varied products of Southern California cheapened access to outside markets.” System-
atic tests of these hypotheses as applied to the case of Canada are presented in Section 4
of this paper.

3 Data

This study uses a combination of newly digitized census data, geographic information sys-
tem (GIS) data and key parameter estimates from the recent trade and economic history
literature. Our main sample consists of 217 counties in Canada that reported manufactur-
ing activity in 1900, 1910 and 1939. The sample encompasses the universe of counties over
the course of the study except those in the Yukon and the Northwest Territories. This sam-
ple of counties includes 99.6% of the total population in 1911 and 99.9% of the population
over subsequent census years (1921, 1931, and 1941). We first measure how the effective
opening of the Panama Canal in 1920 changed each county’s exposure to other markets in
North America and the rest of the world. Then, we estimate how those changes in market
access led to changes in manufacturing firms’ revenue, use of inputs and productivity.

To measure how much counties benefit from the Panama Canal, we compute each
county’s market access –a variable that we discuss in detail below– with and without the
Canal in 1920. We focus our Market Access measure construction in this year because
this is when the Canal effectively started operations. However, it could be the case that
around the time it became clear the Canal works were going to be successful, expectations
started to shift and changes in population and infrastructure happened before 1920. To
deal with this concern we present several robustness checks that are described in more
detail in Section 4.2. First, we measure Market Access with 1910 population figures. Sec-
ond, we show railroad construction before 1920 is not correlatedwithMarket Access gains
from the Canal. Third, we show our results are robust to controlling for railroad network
growth before and after the Canal.

In this section, we describe howwe construct market access and howwemeasureman-
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ufacturing outcomes over time.

3.1 Market Access

To assess the impact of the PanamaCanal onmanufacturing outcomes, we focus on changes
in counties’ market access. The concept of market access, as developed in the economic
geography literature, captures the effective exposure of agents in any given location to
suppliers and consumers elsewhere. We calculate county c’s market access as:

MAc =
∑
d ̸=c

τ−θ
cd LdYd (1)

Where τcd is the iceberg trade cost between county c and destination d, Ld is destina-
tion’s population, Yd is the GDP per capita of the country where d is located relative to
Canada’s GDP per capita, and θ is the elasticity of trade to trade costs. The trade cost τ
takes an iceberg cost form and is computed as:

τcd = 1 +
tcd
P̄

(2)

here tcd is the cost of moving one ton of products from county c to destination d and P̄
is the average transportation cost per ton. The estimation of each county’s market access
requires, therefore, a definition of the possible set of destinationsD and estimations of tcd,
P̄ , and θ.

Destinations

The set of destinationsD to which we assume each Canadian county has access comprises
all counties in Canada, all counties in the United States and selected countries in the rest
of the world. For the last group, we are constrained to use a subset of 63 countries and
territories for which there is population and GDP per capita data available from the Mad-
dison project for the years from 1910 to 1920. In the case of countries that have ocean
access, their population is assigned to their most historically relevant port. The popula-
tion of landlocked countries is assigned to the closest international port, as measured by
the distance from its borders. In total, 56 ports are used as destinations to compute trans-
portation costs. Therefore, each Canadian county has 3,069 destinations: 216 of its peers
in Canada, 2,797 in the United States and 56 ports in the rest of the world.4 Altogether, the

4The transport network data for the US uses 1890 county boundaries. To use population figures for
1910 and 1920, we match counties in 1910 and 1920 to 1890, assuming that the spatial distribution of the
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destinations in our sample account for approximately 86% of the global population and
93% of the global GDP in 1920.5

To estimate transportation costs between each origin (Canadian counties) and des-
tination (set D), tcd, we need two elements. The first is a transportation network that
captures the relevant options open to Canadian producers that were shipping goods in
the first decades of the twentieth century. Those options involved both the United States’
and Canada’s systems of railroads, canals and waterways, wagon routes and ocean lin-
ers – and, eventually, the Panama Canal. The second is an assumption about the rates
charged for each mode in each country, as well as transshipment costs across different
modes whenever possible. As we note below, we build such a network and estimate costs
for eachmode in each country using rates forwheat – a keyCanadian staplewith relatively
simple transportation features – as inputs for computing the transportation cost estimates
(tcd).

Transportation Network

ForCanada, our transportation networkutilizes theUniversity of Toronto’sGEORIAproject
shapefiles, which provide georeferenced information on Canadian railroads and stations
from the nineteenth century onward, including data on the year inwhich each line opened.
We built most of the remaining components by using historical sources and thenmanually
georeferencing them: we identified canals, waterways and harbors and drew them based
upon information from traffic and other available facilities found in the Summary of Canal
Statistics (Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 1940) andDirectory of Ports andHarbours of Canada
(Department of Marine and Fisheries, 1922) . We incorporated wagon routes by drawing
straight lines between each county’s geographical centroid and other county centroids –
both in Canada and in the United States – in a 400km radius. A similar procedure for rail-
road stations and harbors in a 200km radius was used.6 This network is available for 1910,
1920 and 1939, with railroads and the Panama Canal lines being the only time-varying
components.
population is homogeneous (Eckert et al., 2020). For Canada, we use 1,941 boundaries from that year’s
Census of Population, which were the same as those used for the 1939 Census of Manufactures.

5We detail the list of countries we cover and the corresponding port to which they are assigned in the
Online Appendix. In practice, the only systematically excluded area is Sub-Saharan Africa. Canadian trade
with Africa, some of which is covered in our sample, represented between 0.2 and 0.8% of imports and
between and 1 and 2% of exports over the 1930s.

6Straight-line wagon connections passing over the Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence River basin were
not included.
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For the United States, we rely entirely on the transportation network provided by Don-
aldson andHornbeck (2016), which is based on previouswork byAtack et al. (2010). Like
the Canadian network, it includes railroads, canals, waterways, straight-linewagon routes
and a linear ocean route that goes through Cape Horn. We supplement the domestic net-
works described above with the Panama Canal as an additional alternative to transport
goods across the Americas. We use The Panama Canal Records, the official United States
government gazette, to identify American and Canadian ports listed as origins or desti-
nations of shipments passing through the Panama Canal from 1914 to 1939. We find 34
ports, 30 in the United States and 4 in Canada. This information is useful in construct-
ing shipping routes between ports in the Pacific (12, 2 of which are in Canada) and the
Atlantic (22, 2 of which are in Canada) passing through the Canal.7

Finally, we allow for the shipment of goods to destinations outside North America by
creating ocean routes between the 34 North American ports and the 56 international ports
around the globe that we had previously identified. We first do so by using informa-
tion on actual distances between ports and key global chokepoints from the United States
Navy (1911, 1917, 1920, 1931, 1943) while allowing for either direct routes between ports
– whenever possible – or routes passing through global chokepoints other than the Panama
Canal.8 We then allow for the Canal to be used and incorporate routes that use it as part
of the transportation network.

Rates

We construct estimates for rates for each mode of transportation used in the network sep-
arately for the United States and for Canada. We use wheat as the product of reference to
compute our estimates because it is a staple product that has been of central importance
for Canada’s economy and has relatively simple transportation requirements; moreover,
it is a product for which a wealth of historical data exist in both countries. We discuss our
sources and compare our estimates to previous ones below. The specifics of each calcula-
tion are discussed in the Online Appendix B. All rates reported in this section are in 1910
Canadian dollars, as the American and Canadian currencies traded at par in 1910.

In the case of Canada, we rely on a variety of historical sources. For the railroads, we
use historical data on rates and distances provided by the Canadian Railway Commission
(1939) and compute an average rate of 0.514 cents per ton-mile. For non-oceanicwaterway

7See the Online Appendix B.
8These chokepoints are the SuezCanal, CapeHorn, Cape of GoodHope, Singapore, the Strait of Gibraltar

and Bishop Rock.
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transportation, we use information on rates, distances, storage costs and insurance premi-
umsprovided by the SaskatchewanGrainCommission (1914) and theHouse ofCommons
of Canada (1907). We compute an average rate of 0.238 cents per ton-mile. This rate in-
cludes additional charges for storage whenever the waterways were frozen, insurance and
fees that were either not applicable (winter storage) or already included in the railroad
rates. For wagon transportation and in the absence of specific figures for Canada, we use
data provided by theUnited StatesDepartment of Agriculture (1906) for states that shared
a border with Canada, which is a reasonable measure of wagon transportation costs for
Canada according to the Saskatchewan Grain Commission. We compute an average rate
of 25.657 cents per ton-mile. We force the payment for any shipment that switches modes
of a flat 50 cent rate, as per information provided by the SaskatchewanGrain Commission.
All rates are in 1910 Canadian dollars.

For the United States, we use different historical sources. For rail and non-oceanic wa-
terway transportation, we use data on average rates provided by the Interstate Commerce
Commission (1913). We retrieve an average rate of 0.626 cents per ton-mile for railways
and a rate of 0.260 cents per ton-mile for waterway transportation. The latter includes
charges for storage and insurance following the exercise for Canada. For wagon trans-
portation, we use data provided by the United States Department of Agriculture (1906)
and retrieve an average rate of 22.639 cents per ton-mile. We require any shipment switch-
ing modes to pay a flat fee of 50 cents (Fogel, 1964).

For maritime routes, we rely on the weekly transportation rates provided by the Geor-
gian Bay Canal Commission (1916) for shipments from Liverpool, United Kingdom, to
New York City, Odessa, Karachi and Buenos Aires. We estimate an average rate of 0.052
cents per ton-mile, inclusive of insurance charges, as provided by the Saskatchewan Grain
Commission (1914). According to historical records, shippers using routes through the
Suez Canal and the Panama Canal paid, respectively, a flat toll fee of $1.48 and $0.95 per
ton (The Panama Canal Company, 1971). All rates are in 1910 Canadian dollars.

The rates estimated above are similar for both countries, which is consistent with ac-
counts by Innis (2018) and the House of Commons (1907) that emphasize the co- deter-
mination of transportation rates in both countries. With the exception of the rates for wa-
terways, all of them are close to those given in Fogel (1964) for the late nineteenth century
in the United States: railroads (0.630 cents per ton-mile), wagons (23.1 cents per ton-mile)
and transshipments (50 cents per ton-mile). Although the rate for waterways is similar
to Fogel’s, our final all-inclusive estimate for non-oceanic waterway transportation (0.26
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cents per ton-mile) is lower than his (0.49 cents per ton-mile) because we do not attribute
the capital costs of storing wheat inventories during the winter to the transportationmode
itself. Doing so might be justified for a social savings exercise but is harder to justify for
the purposes of this paper. Our estimate of maritime transportation (0.052 cents per ton-
mile) is within the boundaries of the literature. It is higher thanMaurer’s and Yu’s (2008)
estimate of 0.036 cents per ton-mile of variable costs and slightly lower than Donaldson’s
and Hornbeck’s implied rate of 0.055 cents per ton-mile for a Cape Horn route.

Computation of Iceberg Trade Costs

Given the transportation network described above and the estimated rates, we implement
Dijkstra’s algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959) to compute the transportation costs, tcd, between each
Canadian county and each destination. The algorithm is not instructed to impose any
penalty for using or switching between the American and Canadian networks besides the
transshipment costs, which apply to both networks.

Following equation 1, these costs are divided by P̄ in order to convert them to iceberg
trade costs for use in the computation of each county’s market access. We compute P̄ fol-
lowing equation 3. P̄c, computed following equation 4, is county c’s average transportation
rate and µc is county c’s share of manufacturing revenues in 1910. distance−1

cd is the inverse
of the straight-line distance between county c and any possible destination d.9 Finally, tcd
is the cost of transporting one ton of cargo from county c to any possible destination d

before the Canal opens.

P̄ =
∑
c

P̄cµc (3)

P̄c =
∑
c̸=d

distance−1
cd (4)

We estimate P̄ to be equal to 9.4. Although we follow the literature in using P̄ in
our baseline estimates, we implement a robustness check in which we use P̄c to compute

9The weightings used for the computation of the average are the inverse of instance between county c
and destination d, normalized by the sum of all weightings, so the total weightings add up to 1. For this
specific computation and to minimize distortions, we use the azimuthal equidistant projection of the world
centered around the geographic center of Canada.
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market access.

Market Access Calculation

As equations 1 and 2 show, the computation of market access further requires an assump-
tion about trade-to-trade-costs elasticity, θ. We use θ = 5, which is Head’s and Mayer’s
(2014) preferred estimate in the literature. Section 4.2 covers the implementation of sev-
eral robustness checks, assuming a number of alternative values of θ ranging from 1 to
7.5. Finally, the computation requires population and GDP per capita statistics for each
possible destination. For Canada, we use the 1911 and 1921 population statistics and the
corresponding GDP per capita figures. For the United States and other countries, we use
the 1910 and 1920 population and GDP per capita figures.

Covariate of Interest

We define the change in market access brought about by the opening of the Panama Canal
as the difference between actual market access for each Canadian county in 1920 andmar-
ket access in 1920 in the absence of the Canal:

∆ ln(MA1920) = ln(MAc,1920|Canal)− ln(MAc,1920|No Canal) (5)

Where ln(MAc,1920|Canal) is the natural logarithm of the market access of county c in
1920with the transportation network that includes the PanamaCanal. ln(MAc,1920|No Canal)
is its equivalent without the Panama Canal.10 Both of our market access measures (Canal,
No Canal) use 1920 population figures and infrastructure networks. Note that the only
change considered here is the possibility of shipping goods through the Canal. Figure 1
shows that the introduction of the Canal into the transportation network does not change
the minimum-cost path between Vancouver, British Columbia, and Calgary, Alberta, but
does change the minimum-cost path between Vancouver and New York City. Our mea-
sure indicates that all counties observed increases in market access in 1920 following the
opening of the Canal.

Figure 2 plots a map of Canada for this variable, while Table 1 shows descriptive statis-
tics at the national and provincial levels. These figures indicate that gains in market access
due to the Canal: (i) exhibit a substantial degree of domestic variation; (ii) are generally
greater in places close to the coast, the Great Lakes or the St. Lawrence River basin; and

10We follow themarket access literature (Donaldson andHornbeck, 2016;Hornbeck andRotemberg, 2021;
Redding and Venables, 2004) in specifying our covariate of interest in (changes in) natural logarithms.
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(iii) are greater in the western part of the continent. This last pattern arises because coun-
ties in the west gained access to the relatively wealthy and populated destinations on the
eastern seaboard of North America and Western Europe. Counties in the east gained ac-
cess to the sparsely populated counties along the west coast of North America and the
heavily populated but relatively poorer countries in Asia. Finally, a relatively sharp dis-
continuity arises between counties in Alberta and Saskatchewan. This follows from the
original structure of the rail transportation network in the latter province, which tended
to favor rail lines that would effectively cut the distance to the eastern part of North Amer-
ica. The by-product of this feature is that the counties located there were, in terms of
the transportation network, effectively farther from the Pacific Coast than what might be
expected given their location.

3.2 Manufacturing Outcomes

We collect information on manufacturing activity from the three Censuses of Manufac-
tures conducted in 1901, 1911 and 1939. These sources include data on total revenue, cap-
ital stock, wage payments and materials for selected manufacturing establishments. We
adjust the data in three ways to ensure consistency over time. First, we account for the
fact that earlier censuses surveyed establishments with five or more employees, whereas
the 1939 census had full coverage. Following Urquhart and Dales (2007), we use linear
expansion factors derived from the (Postal) Census of Manufactures of 1906.11. Second,
we use 1939 county boundaries and adjust data for other years at this level. To do so, we
implement the geographic crosswalks proposed by Eckert et al. (2020), which assume eco-
nomic activity is evenly distributed across space.12 Finally, we estimate capital expenses
using the value of capital stock provided by the different manufacturing censuses and the
interest rate paid on mortgages in Ontario (Homer and Sylla, 1996).

We then digitized data from the 1911 Census of Manufactures, which was collected
along with the Census of Population of the same year and included information on out-
comes for 1910. It was the last census taken before the opening of the Panama Canal. To
check for pre-trends in manufacturing outcomes before the opening of the Canal, we also

11We use the information on revenues and inputs provided in the Census of Manufactures of 1906, which
is discriminated by establishment size at the province level. In practice, we multiply our 1901 and 1911
figures by a factor that captures how much each variable (revenues, employment, etc.) in 5+ employees
establishments in 1906 should expand to equate the variable for all establishments in 1906.

12The implemented procedure uses the Canadian Century Research Infrastructure boundary files for all
censuseswith the final, consistent boundaries for 1939. This procedure is a common practice in the literature
(e.g., Hornbeck (2010); Hornbeck and Rotemberg (2021); Fajgelbaum and Redding (2014)).
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collected data from the 1901 Census of Manufactures. These two were the last censuses
to publish data at district-industry level. Though not central to our analysis, this data
limitation prevents us from studying the extent to which reallocation happened across in-
dustries. Both sources covered establishments employing five or more people. In 1901,
butter and cheese factories and brick and tile works were all surveyed regardless of size.
In 1911, flourmills, saw and shinglemills, lime, brick and tile works, butter and cheese fac-
tories, fish-curing plants, and electric light and power plants were all surveyed regardless
of size.

Unlike the 1901 and 1911 censuses, the 1939 census: (i) surveyed all establishments
regardless of size; and (ii) did not include what were described as “hand trades”. To deal
with (i), we use linear expansion factors from the 1906 Census of Manufactures, which
surveyed establishments of all sizes, as in Urquhart (1986). To account for (ii), we re-
move hand-trade sectors directly whenever possible in 1901 and 1911. When they were
reported in the “All other industries” category, we scale down those variables by multi-
plying the original values in this category by 1 minus the share of those activities in the
province’s aggregate values. Finally, energy and fuel expenditures were not tabulated in-
dependently at the county level in 1911 or 1901. We use the industry-level fraction of the
gross value of products that relate to this item of expenditure at the national level (inferred
from Urquhart) and multiply it by each of the district-industry gross product values.

We compare changes in outcomes between 1939 and 1910 for two reasons: first, even
though there were yearly manufacturing censuses starting in 1916, Canada’s statistical
office published and compiled county-level data from only from 1932 onwards. Then, the
tables included only central electrical stations from 1939 onwards. Establishment from
this sector were included in 1901 and 1911. Second, the beginning of the Second World
War in 1939 disrupted trade and economic activity to such an extent that the effects of that
disruption are beyond the scope of this paper.

Productivity Decomposition

Although most of the metrics for manufacturing outcomes are standard (revenues and
input expenditures), we also estimate three measures of productivity at the county level,
following Hornbeck and Rotemberg (2021). We define total county productivity as the
difference between total revenue and total cost of inputs (Basu and Fernald, 2002; Solow,
1957). Following Petrin and Levinsohn (2012), we decompose total productivity into two
components: total factor revenue productivity (TFPR) and allocative efficiency (AE). The
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first relates to growth in revenue beyond the growth implied by increased input use, which
is a classicalmeasure of (revenue) productivity. The second relates to changes in surpluses
related to the increased use of inputs in locations where they yield a higher productive use
due to the presence of imperfections in the economy (such asmark-ups or distortions) that
prevent the equalization of marginal revenue products. AE increases when locations that
are relatively distorted due to friction increase their input use.

Following Hornbeck and Rotemberg (2021), we define log-productivity as:

ln(Productivityc) = ξ

[
ln(PcQc)−

∑
k

sc,k ln(Wc,kXc,k)

]
(6)

Where PcQc is the gross value of manufacturing establishments (revenue) in county
c, sc,k is the revenue share for input k in county c, andWc,kXc,k are expenditures in input
k in county c. The set of inputs k consists of capital expenditures, labor, and materials
(including fuel and power). Finally, ξ is a scalar that converts the expression from output
growth to productivity growth.13 Thismeasure captures changes in revenues over changes
in revenue-share-weighed expenditures in inputs.

As in Petrin andLevinsohn (2012), the previousmeasure of productivity can be further
decomposed into growth in TFPR and growth in AE:

TFPRc = ξ

[
ln(PcQc)−

∑
k

αc,k ln(Wc,kXc,k)

]
(7)

AEc = ξ

[∑
k

(αc,k − sc,k) ln(Wc,kXc,k)

]
(8)

Where αc,k corresponds to the output elasticity of input k in county c. TFPR and AE
refer to different notions of productivity. The former captures whether, for the same level
of inputs, agents can produce more output given the existing production technology. The
latter emerges whenever we move from a perfectly competitive environment and allow
for imperfections that prevent the equalization of marginal products and marginal costs
across sectors and places in the economy. Because we allow for those differences between
marginal products and costs to exist and for them to vary over sectors and locations, an
additional unit of a given input—whether it is labor, capital or materials—yields different
increases in production in different places and different sectors. The reallocation of inputs
between sectors and locations can increase productivity and output because those inputs

13The productivity scalar used here is ξ = 1/[1− 1
C

∑
c

∑
k sk,c]
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can now be used in places or sectors where they produce greater economic value. Why?
Because we allow for the differences between marginal products and costs to exist and
vary over sectors and places. These differences are captured in equation 8 above by the
term (αc,k − sc,k).14

In practice, recovering the expressions in equations 7 and 8 require estimations of the
output elasticities αc,k. We assume a Cobb-Douglas production function with constant re-
turns to scale, which implies that these elasticities can be retrieved, under the assumption
of cost minimization, from each input’s cost shares. Robustness checks presented in Sec-
tion 4.2 relax the constant returns to scale assumption while keeping the assumption of a
Cobb-Douglas production structure. To compute TFPRc andAEc in 1910 and 1939, we fix
αc,k and sc,k, which also implies that input wedges (αc,k − sc,k) do not change. We use the
simple average of the computations for each county in 1900 and 1910 for our calculations.

One important caveat should be noted in this study. As in Petrin and Levinsohn (2012),
we are using the production function approach to estimate mark-ups at the county level
since we do not have access to establishment level data. Moreover, we abstract from the
economy’s network composition. Baqaee and Farhi (2020) argue that our productivity
decomposition could benefit from incorporating input-output network data, considering
information at the level where mark-ups are applicable, and employing more direct mea-
sures of mark-ups. Notably, Baqaee and Farhi (2020) demonstrate that the Petrin and
Levinsohn decomposition underestimates the contribution of allocative efficiency, using
contemporary US data. We acknowledge that this result may indicate that our findings
in this paper represent a conservative estimate of allocative efficiency’s actual contribu-
tion to productivity growth. Unfortunately, due to data limitations, we are unable to im-
prove our productivity decomposition in accordance with the recommendations made by
Baqaee and Farhi (2020).

14These concepts can be illustrated with a hypothetical example: Toronto is a manufacturing center where
producers are highly productive, and markets work relatively well, so the differences between marginal
output and marginal costs are small. Vancouver is a city where wages and the return to capital are the
same as Toronto’s but where wood is much cheaper because it is surrounded by forests. Production there,
however, is constrained because it is distant from most major markets on the eastern seaboard of North
America. Now let us assume there are two identical carpenters in both cities. Whenever their carpentry skills
improved so that they could use less wood tomanufacture a table, Toronto andVancouver’s TFPR increased.
If the Vancouver carpenter started working more hours manufacturing tables leaving their skills constant,
Vancouver’s AEwould increase. Note that, in a perfectly competitive economywhere the difference between
marginal products and marginal costs are equalized – to zero across sectors and places – the carpenter’s
increased labor in Vancouver yields no increase in productivity.
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4 Empirical Analysis

Main Specification

Equation 9 shows the specification estimated for this study:

∆1939,1910ln(Yc) = β∆ ln(MA1920) + γp + ηGc + ϵc

∆1939,1910ln(Yc) = ln(Yc,1939)− ln(Yc,1910)
(9)

Where Yc is an outcome of interest for county c and∆ ln(MA1920) is the causing variable
of interest. γp are province-level fixed effects. Gc is a vector of county-level controls that
includes: (i) a quadratic polynomial on latitude and longitude of county c; (ii) its distance
to the coast, the Great Lakes or the St. Lawrence River; and (iii) (log) population in 1911.
The coefficient of interest is β. This empirical specification is derived from the model that
we solve for in Section 5 and that predicts a log-linear relation between the outcomes we
study and market access.

We estimate equation 9 using ordinary least squares. This specification leverageswithin-
province variation in changes inmarket proximity, net of geographic and baseline controls.
The identification assumption is that counties within the same province, after controlling
for county variables, would have followed a similar development path if the PanamaCanal
shock had not materialized. This specification allows us to isolate the effect of the Panama
Canal over potential confounders. However, Table A.1 shows our results do not rely on
the inclusion of province fixed effects or geographic controls. We report standard errors
clustered at the level of 43 arbitrary grids measuring 300km by 300km to allow for a po-
tential spatial correlation of the residuals. We also allow for smaller grid sizes (150km,
200km) that result in larger numbers of clusters as well as Conley standard errors. All our
results, which are included in the Online Appendix A, are robust to these alternatives for
assessing sampling variability.

4.1 Empirical Results

Panel A in Table 2 presents the results of the estimation of equation 9. These are reported,
for ease of interpretation, in terms of the interquartile range of (log) market access due to
the Panama Canal in 1920.15 Moving from the 25th to the 75th percentile in terms of expo-

15Weuse the interquartile range of the residual (within) variation of our causing variable, which is the one
we use for identification and which equals 0.0027. The corresponding magnitude for the original causing
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sure to the Canal shock leads to an increase in revenues of 8.9%, in capital expenditures
of 7.0%, in labor expenditures of 9.7%, in employment of 9.1%, in material expenditures
of 8.3% and in measured productivity of 13.1%. The point estimate for effects in TFPR is
small and not statistically different from zero. Increases in productivity seem to be driven
by improvements in AE that reflect increased input usage in places where they yielded a
higher productive use.

The specification detailed in this section relies crucially on the assumption that the
change in market access is exogenous. Simultaneity can be ruled out in this case because
the construction of the Canal was not determined by the economic outcomes of Canadian
counties. Still, omitted variables could be confounders. One concern is that the Canadian
counties that benefited the most from the building of the Panama Canal possibly would
have been growing faster in any event. To assess this concern, we conduct a pre-trends
analysis and conclude that our causing variable is unable to predict the changes in the
outcomes of interest between 1900 and 1910. Panel B of Table 2 shows that the point es-
timates for ∆ ln(MA1920) are generally small and very noisy. Taken as a whole, Table 2
suggests that the variation that we exploit to identify our parameters of interest is not
correlated with unobservable secular county-level trends.

Another concern that might arise relates to potential endogenous responses of the
transportation network in anticipation of the completion of the Canal. Table 3 shows that
∆ ln(MA1920) has no predictive power over the (log) kilometers of railroads built in Cana-
dian counties over different time periods. We interpret these results as evidence that the
identification of parameters is not relying on variations deriving from locations that were
targeted for railroad construction. These findings are consistent with our pre-trends anal-
ysis, as we would expect that counties that were growing faster would also have been
likely targets for railroad construction. Our identifying variation is orthogonal to these
phenomena. Indeed, robustness checks in which we explicitly control for local railroad
construction before and after 1920 show that our point estimates remain essentially un-
changed.

The results change very little when the population is fixed at its 1911 level. We inter-
pret this as evidence that the results are driven by the (exogenous) reduction in trans-
portation costs brought about by the Canal rather than by (potentially endogenous) pop-
ulation movements in anticipation of its completion. Further, and as robustness exercises
in Section 4.2 show, our results are robust to controlling for potential local responses of the
variable is 0.0045.
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transportation network to the Canal shock before and after 1920.
The results outlined above indicate that the Panama Canal had economically signifi-

cant effects on Canadian manufacturing during the study period. They suggest several
patterns. First, the Canal altered the economic geography of Canada: production inputs
were used relatively more in counties that benefited more from the reduction in trans-
portation costs. Second, increases in input usage occurred across the board and on rela-
tively similar scales. Indeed, the 95% confidence intervals for the coefficients of interest on
capital expenditures, the wage bill and material expenditures overlap. This suggests that
the expansion in production brought about by the Canal was not biased toward a specific
factor of production.

The gains in productivity were substantial and most likely driven by improvements
in AE, not revenue productivity. This is consistent with the idea that the Canal induced
a relative increase in the use of inputs in activities where they yielded a higher produc-
tive use – i.e. marginally productive firms or industries. The small point estimate and
lack of statistical significance of the parameter associated to TFPR suggests, on the other
hand, that the Canal brought modest improvements in the value of technical productivity,
which is consistent with limited gains within the transportation sector. The bulk of the
productivity gains, therefore, came about in sectors other than transportation. This result
is consistent with anecdotal evidence from key industries that benefitted from the Canal.
For instance, (Lawrence, 1957, ch. III) documents how during the Canal’s first five years
the quantity of lumber products traded through British Columbia to the US increased over
80 times. In 1920, Canada exported 4 million feet of lumber to the US. In 1925, this quan-
tity had changed to 326 million feet. Moreover, in 1929 British Columbia exported around
60% of its output to the Eastern seaboard of the United States.

This evidence suggests that transportation infrastructure induced the reallocation of
inputs and economic activity to activities where production levels were inefficiently low
due to the presence of distortions and imperfections in the economy. This reallocation led
to increases in AE, as highlighted by our results, because inputs shifted to activities where
the difference between the value of marginal products and their marginal cost was higher,
yielding an increase in the surplus generated in the county. We note that these gains in
productivity are different to classical gains from trade that are typically associated with
specialization and the division of labor and production – elements that are captured in our
decomposition by TFPR. These findings can be rationalized in a world in which there are
constant returns to scale (CRS) in manufacturing and constant elasticity of substitution
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(CES) demand, so increased scale does not yield improvements in technical productivity
(TFP) or its value (TFPR).

As highlighted by Baqaee and Farhi (2020), our productivity decomposition is lim-
ited by the available data. However, we believe it still provides valuable insights into the
nature of reallocation that occurs with reductions in transportation costs. To offer some
intuitive understanding of which areas experienced larger productivity gaps, we employ
three approaches.

First, we present the distribution of wedges for all inputs in Figure A.1. The capital
and labor wedges exhibit geographical correlations with regions that significantly bene-
fited from the Canal. Second, we demonstrate the persistence of this geographical correla-
tion by examining estimated Market Access in 1910. Figure A.2 confirms that higher Mar-
ket Access in 1910 correlates with lower input wedges. Third, we establish a connection
between higher sectoral concentration and elevated wedges. Places with greater concen-
tration within industries are also associated with higher wedges. For the 1911 Manufac-
turing Census, we collected data on industry shares in manufacturing, considering both
the value of production and employment. Using these shares, we calculated Herfindahl-
Hirschman indexes, where higher values indicate greater concentration within indus-
tries. Table A.3 demonstrates a positive and statistically significant correlation between
employment-based HHI and capital and labor wedges.

These three findings align with a narrative in which input usage increases in industries
with lower revenue shares in highly concentrated regions, leading to enhanced productiv-
ity through allocative efficiency. However, it is crucial to note that this represents just one
possible explanation, and we cannot discount other potential narratives given the limita-
tions of the available historical data.

Taken together, our results indicate that the Panama Canal changed the economic ge-
ography of Canada during the first half of the twentieth century. Although to varying de-
grees, all the counties observed changes in market access as a consequence of the comple-
tion of the Canal. The counties that benefited the most, i.e. those that experienced greater
increases in market access, enjoyed sizeable gains in economic activity. Our reduced-form
evidence, though necessary to identify comparative winners, does not allow us to distin-
guish between new and displaced economic activity within Canada and, hence, is insuf-
ficient to evaluate country-wide effects. To address this concern, in Section 5 we assess
the aggregate impact of the Canal by relying on the calibration of a standard general equi-
libriummodel of economic geography. We study how population, production inputs and
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productivitywould have changed in a counterfactual scenario inwhich the Canal is closed
permanently in 1939.

4.2 Robustness Checks

Table 4 reports a variety of robustness checks that address concerns related to assumptions
made while calculating market access and computing productivity. We present estimates
that assume different values for θ, the trade elasticity in Panels B and C. Our qualitative
results and conclusions remain unchanged when we assume θ = 1 or θ = 7.5.16 This is
because a different trade elasticity alters both elements used in the construction of our
causing variable in a similar fashion. We then assume different average transportation
costs while keeping all other baseline assumptions fixed for the computation of market
access. Estimates in Panels D and E change very little and the conclusions remain unal-
tered when we set P̄ = 5 or P̄ = 20. Estimates in Panel F allow for a county-level average
transportation cost for all destinations in Canada and the United States that is simply the
inverse-distance-weighted average transportation cost for each county before the Canal
opened. Although some estimates are slightly less precise, point estimates are similar to
those in the baseline specification and do not change our conclusions.

Table 5 presents a different set of robustness checks that tackle concerns related to po-
tential omitted variables. We control for: (i) baseline market access (Panel A); (ii) new
railroad construction between 1920 and 1940 (Panel B); and (iii) new railroad construc-
tion between 1910 and 1920 (Panel C). Panel A provides evidence that our identification
does not rely on better differential access to the transportation network itself in 1910, as
our results remain unaltered when we control for baseline market access in 1910. This
result is important since it might be the case that areas closer to the sea would have grown
faster than other areas, simply because of their privileged location. Panels B and C pro-
vide evidence that our estimates are not leveraging potential endogenous responses of the
Canadian transportation network to the opening of the Panama Canal. Although such re-
sponses may well have taken place, they are not omitted confounders of the parameter of
interest in equation 9. Altogether, our point estimates change very little when we include
all these additional controls.

Another potential concern is that there could be local shocks to economic conditions
that are correlated with gains in market access. In our main specification, we exploit vari-

16Figure A.3 shows that our point estimates and standard errors change very little when we use different
values of trade elasticity.
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ation at the province level by adding province fixed effects. However, we also go a step
further and leverage the panel data feature of our data to control for the potentially dif-
ferential development of manufacturing activity at the local level. First, we replicate our
main results estimating the following equation:

ln(Yct) = β1900∆ ln(MA1920)× Y ear1900 + β1939∆ ln(MA1920)× Y ear1939 + . . .

. . . γc + γt + ηGct + ϵct
(10)

Where Y eart is a dummy variable equal to 1 for year t, γc, γt are county and year fixed
effects, andGct is the same set of time-invariant covariates from equation 9 interacted with
year fixed effects. In separate exercises, we add differential linear trends for each province
and Province x Year fixed effects to this baseline specification. Table 6 shows the results
from the three different specifications, one in each panel. Panel A includes only County
and Year fixed effects. Our results do not change whenwe allow for Province linear trends
or Province x Year fixed effects.

5 Counterfactual Analysis: Closing the Panama Canal in
1939

What were the aggregate effects of the Panama Canal on the Canadian economy? Our pre-
vious analysis does not necessarily enable us to answer this question, since it is possible
that the observed effects are the result of the displacement of economic activity across
counties. Although the mere shifting of inputs could still imply a higher level of produc-
tivity and economic activity, we want to establish whether the Canal induced a higher
aggregate level of economic activity in Canada in a manner that allows for displacement
and general equilibrium effects to occur.

To answer this question, we calibrate an extension of a benchmark model of economic
geography (Eaton and Kortum, 2002). The extension developed by Donaldson and Horn-
beck (2016) and Hornbeck and Rotemberg (2021) features a market structure in which
there are exogenous differences between factor prices and their marginal products, input
market frictions or mark-ups. This enables us to assess the effects on AE of any counter-
factual shock of interest. Further, it provides a measure of changes in land rental rates
that can be used to perform a back-of-the-envelope calculation of the impact of closing the
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Canal that includes both the manufacturing and agriculture sectors.
We use this model to conduct two counterfactual exercises. First, we close the Panama

Canal permanently in 1939. This exercise enables us to provide an answer to the question
regarding aggregate effects. Second, we allow the use of the Canal only for domestic trade
within Canada. This exercise allows us to study whether most of the gains derived from
the Canal came from greater exposure to international or domestic markets. In both cases,
we solve for counterfactual equilibrium output, input prices and quantities. We then use
those to calculate the changes in productivity levels that result in a new equilibrium. We
conclude by providing a back-of-the-envelope calculation that also incorporates effects on
the agricultural sector.

5.1 Model Primitives17

Production in each county is undertaken by firms that maximize profits by optimally
choosing inputs while taking their price and input frictions as givens. The production
technology is characterized by a Cobb Douglas production function for variety j that uti-
lizes capital (K), labor (L), land (T), and an intermediate good (M) as inputs. These are
paid, respectively, an interest rate rc, a wage wc, rent qc, and price Pc. Producers have CES
preferences over the continuum of varieties that are used as intermediates with a CES of
σ. Pc is, therefore, a CES Price Index. Following the standard assumption in Eaton and
Kortum (2002) and the results in our reduced form exercise in Section 4, each county has
an exogenous technical efficiency level for variety jwhich is drawn from the Fréchet distri-
bution with CDF Fc = 1− e−Acz(−θ) . The marginal cost of production is thus characterized
by equation 11:

MCc(j) =
r
αK
c

c w
αL
c

c P
αM
c

c

zc(j)
=

Πk(w
k
c )

αk
c

zc(j)
(11)

Where K inputs are capital, labor, land, and intermediate inputs. By assumption, pro-
ducers face frictions in each one of the input markets in which they participate. These are
taken as given and exogenous. They prevent firms from using inputs up the point where
price equals marginal cost. In this context, 1+ψk

c in equation 12 captures the factor k spe-
cific input friction that embodies firms’ inability or unwillingness to expand production
beyond a given level. Note that these are fixed and exogenous to the model. We make this
assumption because our covariate of interest is unable to predict changes in these wedges

17This subsection follows Hornbeck and Rotemberg (2021) closely.
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(See Table A.7).

pc(j) =
Πk((1 + ψk

c )w
k
c )

αk
c

zc(j)
> MCc(j) (12)

Workers supply labour inelastically, receive a wage wc, and have CES preferences over
the j good varieties in the same way as firms do. The indirect utility takes the form of
V = wc/Pc, with both wc and Pc being endogenously determined within the model. To
focus on a hypothetical long-run equilibrium,we assume thatworkers are perfectlymobile
across counties so any difference in indirect utility can be arbitraged out. Note that this
is the case for both Canada and the United States, which we see as areas where internal
migrationmight be plausible over the long run. 18 This leads us to set V = Ū . This implies
that, although nominal wages can be different across places, they simply reflect higher
nominal prices. When we conduct the counterfactual exercise, we fix worker’s utility at
this initial level and allow for changes in the total population in our area of study after the
Canal shock.

We assume that capital is perfectly mobile so that interest rates are equalized across
counties (ro = r). Further, we assume that Canada faces a perfectly elastic supply of
capital with the interest rate being exogenous and set abroad. We also assume that the
land supply is completely inelastic and set at exogenous levels. The remuneration of land
–rents– is, however, endogenous to the model. Trade in final or intermediate goods and
between counties c and d can take place while incurring an iceberg trade cost τcd, which
is defined in the same fashion as equation 2. The price in county c of a good produced
in county d is pcd(j) = τcdpdd(j), where pdd(j) is the price of good-variety j in county d
and τcd > 1 for all c ̸= d. Goods markets clear in general equilibrium, so demand and
supply equate with each other. Production in each county equals the sum of exports to all
possible destinations plus within-county sales.

5.2 Analytical Results

Solving the model yields a set of equations that are useful in understanding how changes
in transportation costs might affect economic activity. A first important result, in line with
Eaton and Kortum (2002), is given in equation 13. Also known as a “gravity equation”, it

18The United States was an important source of migration to Canada over the first half of the twentieth
century. By 1921, over 4% of the Canadian population and 19% of Canada’s foreign-born population was
born in the United States. Furthermore, between 1931 and 1940, the United States was the top country of
origin of immigrants to Canada (StatisticsCanada, 2016).
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states that exports from county c to county d (Ecd) are positively related with the origin’s
technical efficiency (Ac), the destination’s income (Yd) and its price level (Pd) (Chaney,
2018). On the other hand, it is inversely relatedwith transportation costs (τcd), input prices
(W k

c ) and distortions in the county of origin (1+ψk
c ). This provides a rationalization for an

important stylized fact in the international trade literature: countries with larger economic
mass (income) and closer to each other (with lower trade costs) tend to trademore among
themselves.

Ecd = κ1Ac

(
Πk

(
(1 + ψk

c )W
k
c

)αk
c

)−θ

τ−θ
cd YdP

θ
d (13)

κ1 =

(
− θ

1− σ

)
ln

(
Γ

(
θ + 1− σ

θ

))
A second result is that market access – a concept that we exploit in our reduced-form

work – is an inverse transformation of the CES price index. Moreover, and as Equation 14
shows, a county’s market access (MAc) is inversely related to transportation costs (τcd)
and is greater whenever the locations to which a given county has access have a higher
income or greater market access themselves. A third result is that, in general equilibrium,
changes in a county’a market access summarize how changes in transportation costs affect
each county’s economic activity through changes in both goods and factor markets.19 This
relation is described in equation 14 below.20

P−θ
c =MAc = κ2

∑
d

τ−θ
cd YdMA

−(1+θ)
θ

d (14)

lnYc = κ1 + κ2c +

(
αM
c + αL

c + 1

1 + θTc

)
ln(MAc) (15)

A fourth result is that the model predicts how changes in market access will affect
productivity and input prices. Given the assumption that technical efficiency is exoge-
nous, changes in county-level productivity should come from changes in AE. Equation 16
shows that this is indeed the case, with changes in county-level productivity being driven
by changes in equilibrium input quantities. Equations 17 and 18 show that increases in
market access yield log-linear responses in equilibrium input prices. Note that there is no

19For a detailed discussion of consumer market access and firmmarket access, see Redding and Venables
(2004) and Hornbeck and Rotemberg (2021).

20Where κ2 = Ūρ
1+θ
θ and κ2c =

κ1c+lnψc−θαT
c ln

αT
c

Tc

1+θαT
c
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equation for the remuneration of capital as it is assumed to be exogenous to the model.

d lnPRc

d lnMAc

=
PcQC

Prc

∑
k

(
αk
c − skc

) d lnXk
c

d lnMAC

(16)

d ln qc
d lnMAc

=
αM
c + αL

c + 1

1 + θαT
c

(17)

d lnwc

d lnMAC

=
d lnPc

d lnMAC

= −1

θ
(18)

5.3 Data and Calibration

We allow for trade to take place between counties in the United States and Canada. To
solve for prices, we use population data from the Canadian Census of Population of 1941
and the United States Population Census of 1940. We adjust these figures to obtain the
size of the population in 1939 under the assumption that the population in each county
grew at a constant rate from 1931/1930 to 1941/1940. We use our data on transportation
costs, with and without the Panama Canal, to compute iceberg trade costs. We use data
from theCanadianCensus ofManufactures of 1939 to computemeasures of the distortions
and output elasticities. For this counterfactual exercise, we assume output elasticities and
distortions in each input that result from output-weighted measures of the county-level
information thatwe retrieve from the Census ofManufactures.21 As in our empirical work,
we continue to follow the literature in assuming θ = 5.

We follow the procedure outlined in Donaldson and Hornbeck (2016) and Hornbeck
and Rotemberg (2021) to compute the effects of our two counterfactual exercises. This
entails: (i) solving for prices using the iceberg trade costs assuming that the Canal is open
– that is, factual trade costs. Then: (ii) we use each county’s factual population to solve
for an “amenity” that captures each county’s fixed endowments of land and productivity,
which are not observed in the data. Next: (iii) we use the “amenity” and counterfactual
trade costs to compute the counterfactual distribution of population under the assump-
tion that the Canal closes. Then: (iv) we solve for prices again using the counterfactual
distribution of population. Next: (v) we use equation 16 to compute changes in output.
Then: (vi) use our assumption that revenue shares are constant to retrieve changes in in-
put bills. Finally: (vii) use equations 17 and 18 to determinewhat fraction of the change in

21We set αTc = 0.1748 (Caselli and Coleman, 2006), αLc = 0.255, αKc = 0.0768, and αMc = 0.669. These
come directly from the data.
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input bills relates to changes in real input demand rather than input prices. We then have
a measure of how much equilibrium quantities of labor, capital and intermediate goods
inputs changed in our counterfactual scenario.

To compute the impact on manufacturing productivity of such changes as a fraction of
the manufacturing sector’s GDP, we use equation 19:

ChangeProductivity =
1

GDP

∑
c

dProductivityc

ChangeProductivity =
1

GDP

∑
c

Productivitycdln(Productivityc)
(19)

Given that, in the frameworkwe are using, changes in productivity can only come from
changes in AE22, we can further simplify the expression to:

ChangeProductivity =
1

GDP

∑
c

Productivitycdln(AEc)

=
1

GDP

∑
c

PcQc

∑
k

(
αk
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)
d ln(Xk

c )

=
∑
c

Dc

∑
k

(
αk
c − skc

)
d ln(Xk

c )

(19)

Where Dc =
PcQc

GDP
are Domar weights and d ln(Xk

c ) is the change in input k quantity as
predicted by the model. Here, the K inputs are labor, capital and materials. Land is not
included, as it is assumed to be in fixed supply and, hence, always used at efficient levels,
which implies d ln(XT

c ) = 0. We take (αk
c − skc ) directly from Section 4 of this study.

5.4 Results

We find that closing the Panama Canal permanently for all traffic in 1939 would lead to
substantial changes in Canada’s economic geography. First, its total population would de-
crease by 2.7%. Second, as shown in Figure 3, those losses would be concentrated in places
closer to the coasts and would be particularly severe in counties located in the western
provinces. British Columbia’s and Alberta’s population would fall, respectively, by 7.8%
and 4.2%. Counties closer to the Atlantic Ocean or the St. Lawrence River basin would see

22Changes in AE might be written as d ln(AEc) =
PcQc

Productivityc
[
∑
k(α

k
c − skc )d ln(X

k
c )]. See equation (20)

in Hornbeck and Rotemberg (2021).
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decreases too, but smaller ones than those that would occur in counties located closer to
the PacificOcean. This result suggests that the PanamaCanal shockwas probably stronger
for the Pacific basin of the Western Hemisphere than it was for the Atlantic basin. Finally,
some counties in the prairie provinces, such as Manitoba and Saskatchewan, would ob-
serve marginal changes in population. The populations of these two provinces would
increase by 0.07% and 0.2%, respectively.

We also calculate substantial impacts in terms of changes in manufacturing produc-
tivity as defined in equation 19. We calculate that these losses would add up to 1.2% of
manufacturing GDP in 1939 or 0.27% of Canadian GDP in 1939. These losses, as shown
in equation 11, reflect both changes in aggregate inputs used in manufacturing and dif-
ferences in distortions in different counties of Canada. Our results here indicate that, al-
though there could be relevant displacements of production within Canada, the Canal
paved the way for increases in the aggregate level of manufacturing activity in the coun-
try.

The model we are using also provides information on changes in land rents. This en-
ables us to provide a back-of-the-envelope calculation of the impact of the Canal shock
on the Canadian economy that includes both the manufacturing and agricultural sectors.
As emphasized in Donaldson and Hornbeck (2016) and due to its immobility, land val-
ues capitalize gains stemming from increases in market access. We find that land rents
fall 2.6% in our counterfactual scenario. If land values are the present discounted value
of rents, we find that closing the Canal in 1939 would yield a permanent economic loss
equivalent to 1.59% of Canadian GDP. This loss is additional to the estimate discussed in
the previous paragraph and relates only to the agricultural sector. Thus, the total general
equilibrium losses caused by closing the Panama Canal come to 0.27% + 1.59% = 1.86%
of Canadian GDP in 1939.

To contrast the model’s predictions, we estimate the county level effect of Market Ac-
cess gains on land values. We do so by digitizing data on total land values and total area
in farms from 4 different Canadian Census of Agriculture: 1901, 1911, 1921, and 1941. In
an event study framework, we regress log average land values on our measure for MA
gains due to the Panama Canal interacted with year dummies, leaving 1921 as reference
year. Table 8 shows the results from these exercises. Column (1) only include year and
county fixed effects. Column 2 includes 1911 population interacted with year dummies,
our geographic controls (coordinates and distance to the coast) interacted with year dum-
mies, and province by year fixed effects. Regardless of the specification, the message of
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Table 8 is consistent with the implications of the model: moving one county from the 25th
percentile of MA gains to the 75th percentile would increase land rents by 3.3%.

Table 9 compares the results obtained from our counterfactual exercise with those
found in the international trade and economic geography literature, which suggest that
closing the Panama Canal would be much less consequential for Canada than removing
the railroad network for the United States in 1890 (Donaldson and Hornbeck, 2016; Horn-
beck and Rotemberg, 2021) or for Argentina in 1914 (Fajgelbaum and Redding, 2014).
Our quantitative results, however, are similar in magnitude to those from Hornbeck and
Rotemberg’s counterfactual exercise in which the United States railroad network is held
fixed as it was in 1880 (as opposed to enjoying a decade, from 1880 to 1890, of (frenzied)
railroad construction). Closing the Canal in 1939, for instance, would be much more con-
sequential for Canada than freezing the railroad network in 1920 (with the Panama Canal
open). Compared to the 1939 factual equilibrium, doing so would yield population losses
of just 0.34% and economic losses (in agriculture andmanufacturing) of only 0.2% of GDP.

We argue that the small, although certainly non-negligible, impacts of the Canal on
Canada relate to: (i) the relatively greater importance of existing railroads for the trans-
portation network than the Canal; and (ii) the fact that the economies of the main benefi-
ciaries of the Canal – the western provinces of Canada – were still relatively small in 1939.
Although we see substantial population losses in British Columbia and Alberta, these two
provinces accounted for only 14% of the total population and 8.4% of manufacturing em-
ployment at the time. This reduces the aggregate relevance of the Canal shock for the
Canadian economy.

We conclude this section by reporting the results of the exercise in which we close the
Panama Canal permanently but only for traffic originating from or destined for locations
outside Canada. That is, we allow the use of the Panama Canal only for domestic trade
within Canada. We do so to understand the domestic or international origins of the ef-
fects we discuss above. We find that, compared to the initial 1939 equilibrium that features
a fully open Canal, the counterfactual population falls by 2.4% and GDP by 1.74%. The
losses come from lower productivity in manufacturing (0.25% of GDP) and lower agricul-
tural land values (1.49% of GDP) due to reduced land rents. These represent roughly 93%
of the losses we find in our first counterfactual exercise, which suggests that most of the
gains brought about by the Panama Canal stemmed from cheaper access to international
markets. Gains originating from domestic trade are much smaller.
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6 Conclusion

We find that the opening of the Panama Canal had substantial impacts on Canadian eco-
nomic life. First, by leveraging comparatively cheap maritime transportation, the Canal
paved the way for gains in market access for all Canadian counties. Thus, the Panama
Canal changed the economic geography of Canada. Second, those gains drove the growth
of the manufacturing sectors of the counties that benefited more from the Canal than oth-
ers. Productivity increased, thanks mostly to improvements in the allocative efficiency of
the use made of production factors. The Canal allowed a greater use of inputs in places
where they yielded a higher productive use – i.e. marginally productive counties. Third,
these effects were not purely local, as they persist in general equilibrium. The calibration
of a benchmark economic geography model indicates that closing the Canal permanently
in 1939 would have led to losses of 1.86% of Canadian GDP in 1939. Most of those losses
would be attributable to decreased access to overseas markets. Consequently, it turns out
that there was, after all, a free ride.
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Figures and Tables

Figure 1: Minimum Cost Path Illustrations With and Without the Panama Canal
(a) Vancouver, British Columbia, to
Calgary, Alberta - Without Canal

(b) Vancouver, British Columbia, to
Calgary, Alberta - With Canal

(c) Vancouver, British Columbia, to New
York City, NY - Without Canal

(d) Vancouver, British Columbia, to New
York City, NY - With Canal

Note: The figure shows the minimum cost path between Vancouver and Calgary (Panels (a) and (b)) and between Vancouver and
New York City (Panels (c) and (d)). When the Panama Canal is open, the path changes only between Vancouver and New York City.
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Figure 2: Changes in Log Market Access Due to the Opening of the Panama Canal in 1920

Note: The map shows the difference in log market access in 1920 between a scenario where the
Panama Canal is open and another where it is closed for all Canadian counties.
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Figure 3: Percentage-Point Changes in Population in a Counterfactual Scenario Where
the Panama Canal Closes in 1939

The figure shows the change in total population between the actual 1939 data and a counter-
factual scenario where the Panama Canal is closed. Details about the counterfactual scenario
and the calculations are given in Section 5.
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Table 1: Changes in Log Market Access Induced by the Panama Canal
Province Counties Average Std. Dev. Min Max

Alberta 17 0.089 0.026 0.039 0.129
British Columbia 10 0.112 0.03 0.04 0.137
Manitoba 16 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.003
New Brunswick 15 0.021 0.001 0.019 0.025
Nova Scotia 18 0.020 0.000 0.019 0.02
Ontario 54 0.022 0.003 0.004 0.024
Quebec 66 0.024 0.003 0.000 0.026
Prince Edward 3 0.019 0.000 0.019 0.02
Saskatchewan 18 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.004
Canada 217 0.028 0.029 0.000 0.137
Note: The table gives descriptive statistics for the difference in mar-
ket access in 1920 when the Canal is open and closed for all Cana-
dian provinces.

Table 2: Main Results
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Manuf. Outcomes: Value of Capital Wage Employment Materials Productivity TFPR AE
yc Products Exp. Bill

Panel A:∆yc 1939-1910

∆Ln(MA1920) 0.089∗∗ 0.070∗ 0.097∗∗ 0.091∗∗∗ 0.083∗∗ 0.131∗∗ 0.013 0.118∗
(0.035) (0.037) (0.037) (0.027) (0.037) (0.053) (0.027) (0.068)

Observations 217 217 217 217 217 217 217 217
r2 0.236 0.248 0.300 0.340 0.243 0.168 0.077 0.233

Panel B: Pre-Trends∆yc 1910-1900

∆Ln(MA1920) -0.000 -0.003 -0.008 -0.005 0.015 0.005 -0.038 0.042
(0.029) (0.028) (0.028) (0.027) (0.031) (0.050) (0.023) (0.042)

Observations 217 217 217 217 217 217 217 217
r2 0.445 0.502 0.520 0.529 0.439 0.137 0.291 0.391
Note: Coefficients are standardized formoving from the 25th to the 75th percentile in terms of gains inmarket access in 1920, with
and without the Canal. All specifications include province fixed effects and control for a quadratic polynomial in latitude and
longitude, for a quadratic polynomial in distance to the coast, the Great Lakes or the St. Lawrence River, and for log population
(in 1910 for regressions in Panel A, in 1900 for regressions in Panel B). Standard errors clustered at 300km x 300km cells of an
arbitrary grid are shown in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 3: Market Access and Railroad Construction
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Ln(New Km of Railroad built Between...)
1900-1915 1900-1920 1905-1915 1905-1920 1910-1915 1910-1920

∆Ln(MA1920) 0.103 0.116 0.141 0.154 0.178∗ 0.177∗
(0.093) (0.094) (0.103) (0.104) (0.095) (0.097)

Observations 217 217 217 217 217 217
Mean Dep. Var. 9.493 9.843 8.688 9.174 6.533 7.225
r2 0.290 0.276 0.362 0.330 0.404 0.330
Note: Coefficients are standardized for moving from the 25th to the 75th percentile in terms of
gains in market access in 1920, with andwithout the Canal. All specifications include province
fixed effects and control for a quadratic polynomial in latitude and longitude, for a quadratic
polynomial in distance to the coast, the Great Lakes or the St. Lawrence River, and for log
population in 1900. Standard errors clustered at 300km x 300km cells of an arbitrary grid are
shown in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 4: Robustness to Different MAMeasures
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Dependent Var: Value of Capital Wage Employment Materials Productivity TFPR AE
∆yc Products Exp. Bill

Panel A:
Fixed Population 1910, θ = 5, P̄ = 9.4

∆Ln(MA1920) 0.082∗∗ 0.064∗ 0.090∗∗∗ 0.084∗∗∗ 0.077∗∗ 0.120∗∗ 0.011 0.109∗
(0.031) (0.034) (0.033) (0.024) (0.033) (0.048) (0.025) (0.062)

Observations 217 217 217 217 217 217 217 217
r2 0.238 0.248 0.302 0.342 0.245 0.169 0.077 0.235

Panel B:
θ = −1, P̄ = 9.4

∆Ln(MAθ=−1
1920 ) 0.121∗∗ 0.096 0.136∗∗ 0.132∗∗∗ 0.107∗ 0.198∗∗ 0.043 0.155

(0.055) (0.058) (0.057) (0.042) (0.058) (0.082) (0.047) (0.100)
Observations 217 217 217 217 217 217 217 217
r2 0.227 0.243 0.290 0.332 0.233 0.166 0.079 0.219

Panel C:
θ = −7.5, P̄ = 9.4

∆Ln(MAθ=−7.5
1920 ) 0.091∗∗ 0.068∗ 0.100∗∗ 0.092∗∗∗ 0.085∗ 0.134∗∗ 0.021 0.114

(0.041) (0.038) (0.038) (0.030) (0.044) (0.065) (0.035) (0.069)
Observations 217 217 217 217 217 217 217 217
r2 0.238 0.245 0.300 0.340 0.243 0.168 0.078 0.227

Panel D:
θ = −5, P̄ = 5

∆Ln(MAP̄=5
1920) 0.096∗∗ 0.074∗ 0.106∗∗ 0.098∗∗∗ 0.090∗∗ 0.142∗∗ 0.015 0.127∗

(0.042) (0.040) (0.040) (0.031) (0.044) (0.066) (0.035) (0.074)
Observations 217 217 217 217 217 217 217 217
r2 0.235 0.246 0.298 0.337 0.242 0.167 0.077 0.230

Panel E:
θ = −5, P̄ = 20

∆Ln(MAp̄=20
1920 ) 0.077∗∗ 0.063∗ 0.085∗∗ 0.081∗∗∗ 0.071∗∗ 0.118∗∗ 0.014 0.105∗

(0.030) (0.033) (0.033) (0.024) (0.032) (0.046) (0.023) (0.060)
Observations 217 217 217 217 217 217 217 217
r2 0.234 0.248 0.298 0.339 0.241 0.169 0.077 0.232

Panel F:
θ = −5, P̄c calculated for each county

∆Ln(MAP̄c
1920) 0.200* 0.143 0.219** 0.210** 0.185* 0.310* 0.052 0.257

(0.104) (0.106) (0.103) (0.078) (0.110) (0.158) (0.083) (0.178)
Observations 217 217 217 217 217 217 217 217
r2 0.221 0.237 0.280 0.320 0.230 0.157 0.078 0.212
Note: Coefficients are standardized for moving from the 25th to the 75th percentile in terms of gains in market access in 1920,
with and without the Canal. Dependent variables for specifications in each column are the change in manufacturing outcomes
detailed in the first row between 1910 and 1939. Regressions in each panel differ in terms of themeasurement of change inmarket
access that they use. Panel A’s measure holds population fixed at 1910 levels. Measures in Panels B to E use different levels of the
key parameters described in Section 6. All specifications include province fixed effects and control for a quadratic polynomial
in latitude and longitude, for a quadratic polynomial in distance to the coast, the Great Lakes or the St. Lawrence River, and
for log population in 1910. Standard errors clustered at 300km x 300km cells of an arbitrary grid are shown in parentheses. ∗

p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 5: Robustness Checks: Alternative Hypothesis
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Dependent Var: Value of Capital Wage Employment Materials Productivity TFPR AE
∆yc Products Exp. Bill

Panel A:
Controlling for Baseline MA

∆Ln(MA1920) 0.084∗∗ 0.066∗ 0.092∗∗ 0.086∗∗∗ 0.080∗∗ 0.122∗∗ 0.009 0.113∗
(0.034) (0.036) (0.035) (0.025) (0.036) (0.053) (0.029) (0.067)

Ln(MA1910) 0.150∗ 0.109 0.170∗∗ 0.152∗∗ 0.116 0.298∗∗ 0.126 0.172∗
(0.089) (0.085) (0.072) (0.061) (0.089) (0.135) (0.114) (0.092)

Observations 217 217 217 217 217 217 217 217
r2 0.251 0.254 0.320 0.361 0.251 0.191 0.085 0.245

Panel B:
Controlling for Extension of Railroad Lines, 1920-1940

∆Ln(MA1920) 0.091∗∗ 0.072∗ 0.100∗∗∗ 0.093∗∗∗ 0.085∗∗ 0.136∗∗ 0.013 0.123∗
(0.035) (0.036) (0.037) (0.027) (0.037) (0.054) (0.029) (0.068)

New Railroad Km, -0.047 -0.037 -0.061 -0.041 -0.037 -0.107 -0.003 -0.104
1920-1940 (0.092) (0.089) (0.079) (0.068) (0.098) (0.179) (0.087) (0.152)

Observations 217 217 217 217 217 217 217 217
r2 0.238 0.249 0.302 0.341 0.244 0.171 0.077 0.237

Panel C:
Controlling for Extension of Railroad Lines, 1910-1920

∆Ln(MA1920) 0.089∗∗ 0.070∗ 0.097∗∗ 0.090∗∗∗ 0.082∗∗ 0.135∗∗ 0.020 0.115∗
(0.034) (0.036) (0.036) (0.027) (0.036) (0.053) (0.027) (0.066)

New Railroad Km, -0.005 0.003 0.011 0.016 0.025 -0.085 -0.158 0.072
1910-1920 (0.076) (0.097) (0.079) (0.064) (0.075) (0.135) (0.120) (0.091)

Observations 217 217 217 217 217 217 217 217
r2 0.236 0.248 0.300 0.340 0.244 0.170 0.089 0.235

Panel D:
Controlling for Pre-Trend in TFPR

∆Ln(MA1920) 0.090∗∗ 0.071∗ 0.099∗∗∗ 0.091∗∗∗ 0.088∗∗ 0.118∗ -0.003 0.121∗
(0.034) (0.036) (0.036) (0.027) (0.034) (0.059) (0.024) (0.067)

∆TFPR1910−1900 0.036 0.040 0.055 0.015 0.138 -0.378∗∗ -0.448∗∗∗ 0.070
(0.095) (0.100) (0.083) (0.071) (0.090) (0.168) (0.155) (0.160)

Observations 217 217 217 217 217 217 217 217
r2 0.237 0.249 0.302 0.340 0.255 0.205 0.174 0.235

Panel E:
Controlling for Distance to Each Coast Separately

∆Ln(MA1920) 0.089∗∗ 0.078∗∗ 0.103∗∗ 0.094∗∗∗ 0.080∗∗ 0.140∗∗ 0.011 0.128∗
(0.037) (0.037) (0.040) (0.030) (0.039) (0.065) (0.025) (0.074)

Observations 217 217 217 217 217 217 217 217
r2 0.245 0.253 0.297 0.341 0.251 0.191 0.107 0.241

Note: Coefficients are standardized for moving from the 25th to the 75th percentile of the independent variables. Dependent
variables for specifications in each column are the change inmanufacturing outcomes between 1910 and 1939 detailed in the first
row. All specifications for Panels A to D include province fixed effects and control for a quadratic polynomial in latitude and
longitude, for a quadratic polynomial in distance to the coast, the Great Lakes or the St. Lawrence River, and for log population
in 1910. Specifications in Panel E replace the polynomial on distance to the nearest coast to separate polynomials for distance to
the Atlantic and Pacific coasts. Standard errors clustered at 300km x 300km cells of an arbitrary grid are shown in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 6: Main Results Panel Data
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Dependent Variables: Value of Capital Wage Employment Materials Productivity TFPR AE
yc Products Exp. Bill

Panel A: County and Year FE.

∆Ln(MA1920) × . . .
. . . year=1900 -0.001 0.003 0.007 0.004 -0.016 -0.006 0.037 -0.043

(0.034) (0.032) (0.032) (0.030) (0.036) (0.046) (0.036) (0.041)
. . . year=1939 0.088∗∗ 0.069∗ 0.097∗∗ 0.090∗∗∗ 0.083∗∗ 0.131∗∗ 0.013 0.118∗

(0.037) (0.038) (0.040) (0.031) (0.040) (0.057) (0.026) (0.071)

N 651 651 651 651 651 651 651 651
r2 0.877 0.870 0.883 0.887 0.872 0.981 0.674 0.985

Panel B: County and Year FE + Province Time Trends

∆Ln(MA1920) × . . .
. . . year=1900 -0.001 0.002 0.007 0.004 -0.016 -0.006 0.037 -0.043

(0.033) (0.032) (0.031) (0.029) (0.035) (0.044) (0.032) (0.041)
. . . year=1939 0.088∗∗ 0.070∗ 0.097∗∗∗ 0.090∗∗∗ 0.083∗∗ 0.131∗∗ 0.013 0.118∗

(0.036) (0.036) (0.036) (0.027) (0.039) (0.052) (0.034) (0.071)

N 651 651 651 651 651 651 651 651
r2 0.887 0.883 0.896 0.903 0.880 0.982 0.686 0.986

Panel C: County and Year FE + Province x Year FE

∆Ln(MA1920) × . . .
. . . year=1900 -0.000 0.003 0.008 0.004 -0.016 -0.006 0.037∗ -0.043

(0.031) (0.030) (0.030) (0.029) (0.033) (0.043) (0.021) (0.039)
. . . year=1939 0.089∗∗ 0.070∗ 0.097∗∗∗ 0.091∗∗∗ 0.083∗∗ 0.131∗∗ 0.013 0.118∗

(0.037) (0.037) (0.037) (0.028) (0.041) (0.054) (0.026) (0.068)

N 651 651 651 651 651 651 651 651
r2 0.891 0.888 0.900 0.905 0.886 0.982 0.702 0.987
Note: Coefficients are standardized for moving from the 25th to the 75th percentile in terms of gains in market access in 1920,
with and without the Canal. All specifications include county and year fixed effects and control for a quadratic polynomial in
latitude and longitude, for a quadratic polynomial in distance to the coast, the Great Lakes or the St. Lawrence River, and for
log population; all are interacted with year fixed effects. Specifications in Panel B include province linear trends. Specifications
in Panel C include province x year FE. Standard errors clustered at the county level are shown in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗
p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 7: Heterogeneity
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Dep. Var. Value of Capital Wage Employment Materials Productivity TFPR AE
∆yc 1939 - 1910 Products Exp. Bill

Panel A: Above and Below Average 1910 Employment/Population Share

∆Ln(MA1920) 0.059∗∗ 0.052 0.073∗∗ 0.079∗∗∗ 0.048∗ 0.061∗∗ 0.018 0.044
(0.026) (0.035) (0.033) (0.026) (0.026) (0.027) (0.022) (0.032)

∆Ln(MA 1920) × 0.078 0.048 0.065 0.034 0.092 0.180∗ -0.010 0.190
. . . ⊮(Empl./Pop.>Mean) (0.061) (0.067) (0.067) (0.049) (0.066) (0.097) (0.064) (0.128)

⊮(Empl./Pop.>Mean) -0.606∗∗∗ -0.426∗ -0.532∗∗∗ -0.496∗∗∗ -0.642∗∗∗ -0.736∗∗ -0.145 -0.591∗∗
(0.197) (0.214) (0.183) (0.155) (0.206) (0.313) (0.241) (0.280)

Counties 217 217 217 217 217 217 217 217
r2 0.277 0.265 0.333 0.377 0.286 0.200 0.079 0.274

Panel B: Above and Below Average Total Population 1910

∆Ln(MA1920) 0.075∗ 0.058 0.083∗∗ 0.079∗∗ 0.070 0.126∗∗ 0.014 0.112
(0.039) (0.041) (0.041) (0.030) (0.043) (0.062) (0.030) (0.078)

∆Ln(MA1920) × 0.130 0.117 0.133 0.115 0.125 0.064 -0.003 0.067
. . . ⊮(Pop.>Mean) (0.147) (0.144) (0.131) (0.107) (0.163) (0.179) (0.061) (0.203)

⊮(Pop.>Mean) 0.066 0.081 0.146 0.157 0.079 -0.126 -0.153 0.027
(0.285) (0.268) (0.250) (0.209) (0.296) (0.448) (0.344) (0.367)

Counties 217 217 217 217 217 217 217 217
r2 0.243 0.253 0.308 0.349 0.249 0.169 0.078 0.234

Panel C: Above and Below Average Wood Products Revenue/Value of Products 1910

∆Ln(MA1920) 0.066∗ 0.045 0.075∗∗ 0.084∗∗∗ 0.055 0.077∗ 0.035 0.042
(0.035) (0.036) (0.035) (0.027) (0.037) (0.042) (0.028) (0.041)

∆Ln(MA1920) × 0.072 0.084 0.074 0.025 0.089 0.164 -0.073 0.237∗
. . . ⊮(Wood/Val. Prod.>Mean) (0.074) (0.059) (0.075) (0.063) (0.079) (0.130) (0.069) (0.137)
⊮(Wood/Val. Prod.>Mean) -0.075 -0.243 -0.139 -0.147 -0.078 0.020 0.175 -0.155

(0.206) (0.212) (0.174) (0.146) (0.209) (0.302) (0.195) (0.216)
Counties 217 217 217 217 217 217 217 217
r2 0.242 0.259 0.307 0.344 0.251 0.179 0.083 0.269

Panel D: Above and Below Average Food Products Revenue/Total Revenue 1910

∆Ln(MA1920) 0.078 0.054 0.073 0.067 0.074 0.110 0.051 0.059
(0.082) (0.053) (0.057) (0.051) (0.089) (0.118) (0.068) (0.069)

∆Ln(MA1920) × 0.024 0.029 0.042 0.038 0.027 0.036 -0.064 0.100
. . . ⊮(Food/Val. Prod.>Mean) (0.106) (0.070) (0.079) (0.069) (0.114) (0.143) (0.083) (0.094)
⊮(Food/Val. Prod.>Mean) 0.172 0.092 0.087 0.026 0.254 0.052 -0.141 0.193

(0.206) (0.189) (0.176) (0.145) (0.206) (0.333) (0.214) (0.213)
Counties 217 217 217 217 217 217 217 217
r2 0.241 0.250 0.303 0.342 0.253 0.169 0.082 0.243
Note: Coefficients are standardized formoving from the 25th to the 75th percentile in terms of gains inmarket access in 1920, with
and without the Canal. All specifications include province fixed effects and control for a quadratic polynomial in latitude and
longitude, for a quadratic polynomial in distance to the coast, the Great Lakes or the St. Lawrence River, and for log population
in 1910. Standard errors clustered at 300km x 300km cells of an arbitrary grid are shown in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05,
∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 8: Land Values
(1) (2)

Dep. Variable: Log Average Land Values

year=1901 ×∆Ln(MA1920) 0.004 0.003
(0.016) (0.009)

year=1911 ×∆Ln(MA1920) 0.012 0.012
(0.016) (0.007)

year=1941 ×∆Ln(MA1920) 0.032∗∗ 0.033∗∗∗
(0.015) (0.011)

Observations 868 868
Dep. Var. Mean 3.095
Pop. x Year FE x
Coord. Poly. x
Prov. x Year FE x
r2 0.832 0.903
Note: Coefficients are standardized formoving from the 25th
to the 75th percentile in terms of gains in market access in
1920, with and without the Canal. 1921 is the omitted cate-
gory. All specifications include county and year fixed effects.
Column 2 controls for population in 1911 interacted with
year dummies, a quadratic polynomial in latitude and lon-
gitude, and a quadratic polynomial in distance to the coast,
the Great Lakes or the St. Lawrence River, interacted with
year dummies, and province x year fixed effects. Standard er-
rors clustered at 300km x 300km cells of an arbitrary grid are
shown in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 9: The Panama Canal Shock in Perspective
Country (Sector) Scenario GDP Change Population Loss Source

(With Fixed Real Wages)

Canada Close the Panama -1.86% 2.7% Galiani, Jaramillo, and Uribe-Castro (2022)
Canal in 1939

US Close the Panama -0.2% Maurer and Rausch (2022)
Canal in 1940

US Social savings 0.12% Maurer and Yu (2008)
from the Canal

US Remove RR -3.2% 58% Donaldson and Hornbeck (2016)
(Agriculture) in 1890

US Remove RR -28% 68% Hornbeck and Rotemberg (2022)
(Manufacturing) in 1890

Fix RR network -2.7%
in 1880

Argentina Remove RR -11.8% 8.6% Fajgelbaum and Redding (2022)
in 1914

Pre-steamship -15.6% 12.1%
freight rates in 1914

Canada Remove international 32% Liu and Meissner (2015)
borders in 1900

Social Savings Rates
Country Project Rate Source

United States Panama Canal 10.9% Maurer and Yu (2008)
Average: 1921-1937

Canada Grand Western Railroad 6.1% Carlos and Lewis (1992)
Grand Trunk Railroad 2.8%

Note: The table compares the results of different counterfactual estimates of the effect of changes in trade costs on GDP and population.
Results from different sources may come from models with different fundamentals. Our model is closest to that of Hornbeck and
Rotemberg (2021). For theMaurer and Yu (2008) figure, we use their social savings estimate for 1926 (Table 9) and nominal GDP from
the NBER Macrohistory Database.
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Online Appendixes

Appendix A Supporting Figures and Tables

Figure A.1: Geographic Distribution of Wedges
(a) Capital (b) Labor

(c) Materials

Note: The figures show the geographic distribution of input wedges. For each input and each county, we estimate the difference
between the output elasticity (αk,c) and the revenue share (sk,c). The output elasticity is defined as the cost share of input k in county
c. See Section 3 for more details.
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Figure A.2: Correlation Between Wedges and Market Access in 1910
(a) Capital (b) Labor

(c) Materials

Note: The figures show the binscatter plot for input wedges over the levels of estimated (log) Market Access in 1910. For each input
and each county, we estimate wedges as the difference between the output elasticity (αk,c) and the revenue share (sk,c). The output
elasticity is defined as the cost share of input k in county c. See Section 3 for more details.

Table A.1: Robustness Checks: ∆Ln(MA1920) coefficients for different specifications
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Dependent Var: Value of Capital Wage Employment Materials Productivity TFPR AE
∆yc Products Exp. Bill

Main Spec. 0.084∗∗ 0.066∗ 0.092∗∗ 0.086∗∗∗ 0.080∗∗ 0.122∗∗ 0.009 0.113∗
(0.034) (0.036) (0.035) (0.025) (0.036) (0.053) (0.029) (0.067)

No Prov. FE, 0.088∗ 0.070 0.098∗ 0.091∗∗ 0.083∗ 0.132∗ 0.013 0.119
No Geo. Controls (0.045) (0.048) (0.050) (0.041) (0.046) (0.073) (0.028) (0.089)

Geo. Controls 0.088∗∗ 0.069∗ 0.097∗∗ 0.090∗∗∗ 0.083∗∗ 0.131∗∗ 0.013 0.118
(0.036) (0.040) (0.042) (0.032) (0.038) (0.057) (0.027) (0.072)

Prov. FE 0.089∗∗ 0.070 0.098∗∗ 0.091∗∗ 0.084∗ 0.133∗ 0.013 0.119
(0.043) (0.045) (0.048) (0.036) (0.045) (0.072) (0.028) (0.088)

Note: Table shows ∆Ln(MA1920) coefficients for different dependent variables (columns) and specifications (rows). Coef-
ficients are standardized for moving from the 25th to the 75th percentile of the independent variables. Dependent variables
for specifications in each column are the change in manufacturing outcomes between 1910 and 1939 detailed in the first row.
All specifications control for log total population. Main specification includes 1) province fixed effects and 2) controls for a
quadratic polynomial in latitude and longitude, for a quadratic polynomial in distance to the coast, the Great Lakes or the St.
Lawrence River. Other specifications are different combinations of 1) and 2). Standard errors clustered at 300km x 300km cells
of an arbitrary grid are shown in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Figure A.3: Robustness to Different Levels of θ for MA Calculations
(a) Value of Products (b) Capital Expenditures

(c) Wage Bill (d) Employment

(e) Materials (f) Productivity

(g) TFPR (h) Reallocative Eff.

Note: Each subfigure plots the β from Equation 9 for different estimates of Market Access gains. We estimate∆ln(MAc) for different
levels of θ, the elasticity of trade to trade costs. Each coefficient on each subfigure comes from a separate linear regression estimation.
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Table A.2: Main Results: Different Estimates of Standard Errors
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Dep Variable: Value of Capital Wage Employment Materials Productivity TFPR AE
∆yc Products Exp. Bill

∆Ln(MA1920) 0.089 0.070 0.097 0.091 0.083 0.131 0.013 0.118

Clustering Std. Errors Using Arbitrary Grid of Size:
300km (0.035) (0.037) (0.037) (0.027) (0.037) (0.053) (0.027) (0.068)
150km (0.039) (0.037) (0.038) (0.029) (0.043) (0.057) (0.026) (0.070)
200km (0.036) (0.036) (0.035) (0.028) (0.040) (0.054) (0.026) (0.068)

Conley Adjusted Std. Errors With Distance Cutoff:
150km (0.035) (0.031) (0.032) (0.025) (0.039) (0.054) (0.024) (0.065)
300km (0.029) (0.031) (0.031) (0.023) (0.032) (0.051) (0.025) (0.062)
600km (0.034) (0.031) (0.031) (0.025) (0.035) (0.055) (0.020) (0.055)
Note: All specifications include province fixed effects and control for a quadratic polynomial in latitude and longitude, for a
quadratic polynomial in distance to the coast, the Great Lakes or the St. Lawrence River, and for log population in 1910.

Table A.3: Sectoral Concentration and Input Wedges
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Dep. Var.: Capital Wedge Labor Wedge Materials Wedge

HHI (Revenue) 0.01167 0.00770 0.01195
(0.00963) (0.01343) (0.02453)

HHI (Employment) 0.01758∗∗ 0.03541∗∗ 0.01703
(0.00847) (0.01370) (0.02161)

Observations 217 217 217 217 217 217
Mean Dep. Variable 0.01636 0.01636 0.04632 0.04632 0.11714 0.11714
r2 0.08496 0.10210 0.09793 0.12882 0.09581 0.09670
Note: The dependent variables are the input wedges for capital (columns 1 and 2), labor
(columns 3 and 4), and materials (columns 5 and 6). Wedges are defined as the difference
between cost share and revenue share, as explained in Section 3. All specifications control for
population in 1910. HHI indexes are calculated using industry level data for 1910. Robust
standard errors are shown in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table A.4: Change in MA induced by the Panama Canal as a Function of 1910 MA
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Dep. Var.: ∆Ln(MA1920)

Ln(MA1910) 0.00069 0.00069 0.00085 0.00077
(0.00367) (0.00110) (0.00113) (0.00109)

Observations 217 217 217 217
Mean Dep. Var. 0.02165 0.02165 0.02165 0.02165
Province FE X X X
Population 1900 X
Geo Controls X
r2 0.00056 0.88963 0.89298 0.91863
Note: The dependent variable is the change in log market access in
1920 induced by the Panama Canal. Coefficients are standardized
in terms of standard deviations of the level of log market access in
1910. Geographic controls include a quadratic polynomial in lati-
tude and longitude and a quadratic polynomial in distance to the
coast, the Great Lakes or the St. Lawrence River. Standard errors
clustered at 300km x 300km cells of an arbitrary grid are shown in
parentheses. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table A.5: Robustness Check: Non-Constant Returns to Scale
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Decreasing Returns to Scale (0.95) Increasing Returns to Scale (1.05)
Dep Variable: Productivity TFPR Allocative Productivity TFPR AE
∆yc Eff.

∆Ln(MA1920) 0.364** -0.039 0.396* 0.364** 0.116* 0.248
(0.149) (0.010) (0.228) (0.149) (0.068) (0.157)

Observations 217 217 217 217 217 217
r2 0.157 0.102 0.230 0.157 0.078 0.207
Note: All specifications include province fixed effects and control for a quadratic polynomial in lat-
itude and longitude, for a quadratic polynomial in distance to the coast, the Great Lakes or the St.
Lawrence River, and for log population in 1910.

Table A.6: Manufacturing Subsectors, 1910
Subsector Pctg. of Manufacturing Employment Pctg. of Value of Production

Average Std. Dev. Max Average Std. Dev. Max

Chemical products 0.10 0.92 10.85 0.09 0.67 7.44
Clothing 1.20 3.17 22.19 0.83 2.62 24.33
Electric light and power 0.23 0.64 4.06 0.29 1.01 11.18
Electrical apparatus and supplies 0.05 0.55 7.83 0.03 0.32 3.88
Food and beverage 14.34 18.27 88.97 25.24 21.05 91.33
Iron and steel products 2.23 5.24 45.50 2.18 5.95 52.58
Leather and leather products 0.77 4.03 34.67 1.23 6.79 67.74
Miscellaneous industries 0.18 0.80 7.80 0.15 0.70 6.86
Non-ferrous metal products 0.21 1.85 19.24 0.53 5.22 54.51
Non-metallic mineral products 2.88 6.89 35.09 1.23 3.16 18.99
Paper products 1.00 5.53 43.37 1.10 6.13 46.61
Petroleum and coal 0.04 0.43 4.44 0.05 0.53 5.49
Printing and publishing 1.52 3.45 20.73 0.87 1.94 12.94
Rubber and products 0.03 0.42 6.20 0.01 0.11 1.57
Textiles other than clothing) 0.65 4.04 54.43 0.42 2.91 40.14
Tobacco and tobacco products 0.31 1.71 16.49 0.24 1.29 13.57
Transportation equipment 2.24 6.66 62.11 1.37 3.97 26.71
Wood products 31.48 26.51 94.30 24.03 23.69 97.43

All Other Industries 40.54 26.56 100.00 40.10 26.62 100.00
Note: The data comes from the 1911 Census of Manufactures. The table shows the county-
level average share of manufacturing employment and value for different subsectors. For the
average county, 40% of employment andmanufacturing revenues were classified as “All Other
Industries.”
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Table A.7: Effect of MA Gains on Input Wedges
(1) (2) (3)

Dependent Variable: ∆1939−1910 Wedge for...
K L M

∆Ln(MA1920) -0.001 -0.000 -0.002
(0.000) (0.001) (0.001)

Observations 217 217 217
Mean Dependent Variable 0.011 0.034 0.097
r2 0.083 0.101 0.123
Note: Coefficients are standardized formoving from the 25th
to the 75th percentile in terms of gains in market access in
1920, with and without the Canal. Dependent variables are
the change between 1910 and 1939 of the wedges for each
of the production input, respectively: capital, labor and ma-
terials. Wedges are defined as the difference between the
output elasticity α and the revenue share of each input. All
specifications include county and year fixed effects and con-
trol for a quadratic polynomial in latitude and longitude, for
a quadratic polynomial in distance to the coast, the Great
Lakes or the St. Lawrence River, and for log population.
Standard errors clustered at the county level are shown in
parentheses. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Appendix B Data Appendix

Market Access

We compiled information on wheat trade costs by mode of transportation, including rail,
wagon, rivers and canals, and international oceanic routes. Additionally, all trips pay
a 50-cent fee whenever modes are switched. These follow from Fogel (1964) and the
Saskatchewan Grain Commission (1914). Table A.8 summarizes information on routes
and rates.

Population

For each Canadian county, we rely on the Canadian Census of Population for 1911 and
1921. For US counties, we use the Population Census for 1910 and 1920 and adjust by
GDP per capita relative to Canada. For destinations in the rest of the world, we rely on
Maddison Project GDP and population data (Bolt and van Zanden, 2020). We use coun-
tries with nonmissing GDP per capita records for 1920 and countries with data for some
point between 1910 and 1930 if data for 1920 is missing. As in the case of the US data,
for each country we adjust by its GDP per capita relative to Canada in the year for which
population data is available in order to adjust for theGDP-per-capitaweighted population.

Adjustments to 1911 Canadian Manufacturing Outcomes

We use the Census of Manufactures for 1901, 1911, and 1931. There are three key issues
when using the 1911 census. First, the results for 1911 and 1939 are not comparable due
to differences in coverage. The 1911 census covered establishments with five or more em-
ployees, except in the case of flour mills, saw and shingle mills, lime, brick and tile works,
butter and cheese factories, fish-curing plants, and electric light and power plants, which
were all surveyed regardless of size. The 1939 census surveyed all establishments, regard-
less of size. To address this problem, we follow Urquhart and Dales (2007), at least in
spirit, by using linear expansion factors (blow-up factors) for the industries that were not
fully covered in 1911. These factors are available for each outcome (revenue, capital, em-
ployment, wages) at the province level. They are calculated from the 1906 Postal Census,
which published information on these outcomes for all establishments and those employ-
ing five or more people. This is simply a linear expansion that follows from those two
values.
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Table A.8: Transportation Network for Trade Cost Calculation.

Mode Information Canada United States

Rail Routes GEORIA Project, University of Toronto Donaldson and Hornbeck (2016)
Rate 0.514 cents per ton-mile.

Method: Simple average of per-ton-mile
rates for 17 routes between FortWilliam,
Ontario to 17 destinations in Canada.
Standard deviation = 0.04.
Source: Railways Commission of
Canada (1939)

0.626 cents per ton-mile
Method: National average for grains,
taken directly from the Interstate Com-
merce Commission (1913).
Source: Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion (1913).

Wagon routes Routes Straight lines from county centroids to
other county centroids, railroad sta-
tions, and harbours within 200km of the
county centroid.

Donaldson and Hornbeck (2016)

Rate 25.657 cents per ton-mile
Method: Simple average of per-ton-mile
rates for wheat of US States that shared
a border with Canada. Cross-checked
with Saskatchewan Grain Commission
(1914).
Source: United States Department of
Agriculture (1906), SaskatchewanGrain
Commission (1914)

22.639 cents per ton-mile
Method: National average for wheat.
Sources: United States Department of
Agriculture (1906)

Waterways, rivers,
and canals

Routes Manually drawn from historical sources
including Department of Marine and
Fisheries of Canada (1922) and Canada
Dominion Bureau of Statistics (1940)

Donaldson and Hornbeck (2016)

Rate 0.238 cents per ton-mile.
Method: Sum of (i) per-ton-mile rate of
the Fort William, Ontario – Port Arthur,
Ontario (Great Lakes) route, (ii) insur-
ance costs assuming a cargo value of 86
cents per bushel (Great Lakes), and (iii)
storage costs for up to six months.
Source: Saskatchewan Grain Commis-
sion (1914), House of Commons of
Canada (1908), and Ward (1994).

0.260 cents per ton-mile.
Method: Sum of (i) per-ton-mile rate
of the Chicago – New York all-water
route, ii) insurance costs assuming a
cargo value of 86 cents per bushel (Great
Lakes), and (iii) storage costs for up to
six months.
Source: Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion (1913), Saskatchewan Grain Com-
mission (1914), House of Commons of
Canada (1908), and Ward (1994).

International
oceanic routes

Routes Donaldson andHornbeck (2016) andUnited States Navy (1911, 1917, 1920, 1931,
1943)

Rate 0.052 cents per ton-mile + toll (if applicable)
If using the Suez Canal: $1.48 toll.
If using the Panama Canal: $0.95 toll.
Method: Sum of per-ton-mile rate and insurance costs assuming a cargo value of
90 cents per bushel (New York).
The per-ton-mile results from the simple regression of (a) historical freight costs
between Liverpool and the ports of New York City, Odessa, Karachi, and Buenos
Aires retrieved from the Georgian Bay Commission (1916) on (b) distance.
Sources: Georgian Bay Commission (1916), Saskatchewan Grain Commission
(1914), United States Navy (1911, 1917, 1920, 1931, 1943), and The Panama Canal
Company (1971).

The second issue is that the 1939 census does not include “hand-trades” whereas the
1901 and 1911 censuses did. To address this problem, we explicitly removed industries
that were classified as hand-trades from the 1911 census data. Given that many times
these industries were classified under “All Other Industries” in a given county, we blew
down this particular industry by the proportion that hand-trades represented of the to-
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Table A.10: Ports used to build shipping routes passing through the Panama Canal
Ports

Key West, FL Providence, RI
Tampa, FL Boston, MA
Mobile, AL Portland, ME
New Orleans, LA Halifax, NS
Port Arthur, TX Montreal, ON
Pensacola, FL San Diego, CA
Galveston, TX Los Angeles, CA
Jacksonville, FL San Francisco, CA
Charleston, SC Astoria, OR
Savannah, GA South Bend, WA
Wilmington, NC Portland, OR
Alexandria, VA Port Townsend, WA
Norfolk, VA Seattle, WA
Newport News, VA Tacoma, WA
Baltimore, MD Everett, WA
Philadelphia, PA Victoria, BC
New York, NY Vancouver, BC
Source: The Panama Canal Records

tal national values for the outcomes of interest (capital, employment, wages, materials,
revenue).

The third and final adjustment is related to fuel and electricity expenditures, which
were recorded but not tabulated in 1911. We take the average share of revenues (value
of production) that these expenditures represented for 19 Standard Industrial Classifica-
tion (SIC) industry groups at the national level. To match each industry to an industry
group, we use a 1948 SIC classification, which is comparable, according to Urquhart and
Dales (2007), to industry classifications in 1911 and 1901. We then calculate total fuel
and electricity expenses as the product of total revenues and Urquhart shares for each
county/industry. For the “All Other Industries” category, we use national averages for all
industries. Finally, we add these expenditures at the county level and include them in the
materials expenses to make them comparable to the figures for 1901 and 1939.
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